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A SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDYAND PARTICIPATORY

COT\^InnlTY^PPING

OF COMMUNITIES IN TllE SUNGAl ^IEDllmT CATCHMENT'

SUI\^Y

Socio-economic data of the KOIabit and Penan communities of Long Napir and
Kampung Bahagia in the Sungai Medihit catchment were collected through
questionnaires. The data confinned that both communities live below the State
Poverty Line, that one result of this is out-migration, leaving a high proportion
of dependents residing in the catchments, and that although a primary school is
located at Long Napir, currently students of neither community are interested in
tertiary education. A study of the communities' past and current use of lands in the
catchment through documentation of oral histories revealed that the coriumunities
had co-existed for about I 00 years in the catchTnent and that over the years the
KGlabits had had settlements and fanns in various places. As such, they would be
eligible to make claims to land fanned before 1958 under Native Customary Rights.
Possession of such lands would put them in a stronger position to take advantage of
any new projects introduced. investigation of economic activities carried out in the
catchment to date indicated why, specifically, each activity has failed to provide the
local coinmunities with sumcient income to rise above the State Poverty Line, and
how any new projects introduced will have to take account of the reasons for earlier
failures as well as the two local coinmunities' SOCio-psychological strengths and
lifestyle preferences,

Edison John Or"d

INTRODUCTION

The Specific Objective of Pre-Project PPD 135107 Rev. I(F') is A 7,411 prey'80t
proposal developed to address the problems lacing the in dige}?oils peoples and
forest yesot!rces of the Sarizgoi Medihit Catchmeizt dyed. The Pre-Project Document
notes that 'little is known about the socio-economic situation in the catchment

area'. The Pre-Project Document also notes that 'additional infonnation basic to
formulation of a full project to address the problems facing the indigenous people/
forest resources that needs to be gathered to support project identification includes:
baseline socio-economic information on the indigenous coriumunities in the Sungai
Medihit catchment, including infonnation on the coriumuhities' SOCio-psychological
attributes, social institutions, demographics, educational status, household income,
economic activities, level of dependence on forest resources and use of and rights to
land/forest/resources in the area, as well as information on infrastructure, facilities



and services in the area'. Such information was needed in order to identify the
specific problems facing the indigenous people so that a full project proposal could
be prepared to address their problems and deterThine the kind of economic activities
that may be introduced to improve their life.

Coinm""to, Mqpping was camed out to document past land occupation and use in the
catchment and record historical and cultural dynamics in order to better understand
the forces that datemnine who the people are today and how they can take better
advantage of changes and challenges of the development they are experiencing.

The main theme of the work undertaken is collection and analysis of socio-economic
dataoftheKelabitandPenancominunitiesofLongNapirandKampungBahagiainthe
SungaiMedihit catchnient and community mapping to determine these cornrriunities'
past and current use of lands in the catchment for occupation, agriculture and other
purposes. No such study has ever been carried out before.

APPLIEDl\inTHODOLOGY

The Pre-Project Document did not specify specific options for methodologies but
noted that the indigenous Kelabit and Penan communities shall participate by being
respondents in the socio-economic and participatory coriumunity mapping studies.

Socio-economic dat@ was obtained by admitxistering questionnaires to coinmunity
members penmanently residing in the village (respondents). The responses were
compiled and qna!ysed to understanding the life of the local people, Details of past
movements and activities of the KGlabits and Penans in the catchment was elicited

through discussions, dialogues and documentation of oral histories.

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Seinements in the SI, rigdi Medihit catchment

Long Napir, the most remote, and only KGlabit village in Limbang Division, is located
near the confluence of the Medihit and Limbang Rivers and comprises a longhouse
and several independent dwelling places. Kampung Bahagia, located about 4 kin
up river from Long Napir, is a modem village established by the State Governnient
in 1972 as the first Penan settlement in the area and an important step in bringing the
Penans there into mainstream development. Three smaller Penan communities have
grown up on the catchrnent fringes (Long Rayeh, Long Tegaan and Long SUIung)
but are not included in the study. All the villages in the catchment are situated near
Sungai Limbang or Sungai Medihit. Boats are used to travel between villages and to
and from fanns or gardens on these rivers.
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SOCio. !?sycho/ogico/ attributes

The KGlabits are gentle and friendly, good at working together to help one another
on a rotation basis and adaptive to change. They are used to doing a lot of things
at the same time and do not like to be tied doom to a single task. The Penans are
traditionally nomadic and used to be shy and scared of people of other tribes. It took
them some years to get used to living at a single location (Kampung Bahagia) and
in a penmanent dwelling. Initially they likened the experience to living in a cave;
all walled up and scary, and built, and lived in small huts around the longhouse
for several years until they felt safe living in the longhouse. Both communities are
resilient and resourceful and very at ease with nature and know everything about
the area's forests, nature, history and legends. They regard the forests as extremely
important to their well-being. Ib some degree their car/tarre grid traditions developed
in close relation to rivers, forests offdjbres/proof"cts.

Social iris/traino}zs

All the KGlabits and Penans at Long Napir are members of the Evangelical Church
of Borneo Sarawak (SIB). The KGlabits turned from their pagan way of life to
Christianity in the early 50s and the Penans in the late 60s. Each village has a Pastor
and a church built by the community with minimal financial assistance from the State
Government. Limbang Trading (L) Sdn Bhd provided all sawn timber for the church
buildings. Both churches are fully utilised as worship halls. Community members
gather every morning of the week and for Sunday service.

Demogrqphics

Table I: Numbers of individ"als and families amd family size of settlements in
tile Sungai Medihit catchment

Vimage

Long
Napir

Total

population

Kpg
Bahagia

Long
Togan

750

No. of

individuals

Long
Sumng

513

Long
Rayeh

213

* less than 20 years old and more than 60 years old

Male

144

Female

42

40

52

No. of

dependents*

51

18

27

67

36

11

51

13

No. of

families

15

52

7

NA

21

35

rain"y

NA

size

24

2-8

NA

5

2-9

6

6-10

9

2-4

2-6
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The percentages of the LongT. TapirKelabitpopulationless than 20years oldandmore
than 60 years old are 32% and 23% respectively and of the Kampung Bahagia Penan
population, 37% and 7% respectively. The Kanipung Bahagia Penans intennahied
with Penans from Baram, Tmjar and Rajang as travelling became easy, causing a
slight population influx.

Oat-migration

Members of the Long Napir qornmunity who live away for one month or more are
considered to be 'stay-on^?' . Most members of the younger KGlabit generation
(about 75% of the total population) have migrated to urban areas in the last decades to
seek employment and other opportunities. Some have ventured into business, setting
up companies and becoming successful businessmen. The Long Napir population
has thus declined. Out-migrants still consider themselves part of the coriumuinty but
most own homes and some land in urban centres and only come back to the village
once or twice in a year, especially at Chasmlas. The aging and less well-educated
people remain in the village where they have to fend for themselves and struggle to
think, pion on of sty"tegise their own development. The Penan community has a high
percentage (about 40%) of 'slay away' people. As they are still very mobile some
of their members stay in Long Sendan, Baram or in other parts of Min Division.
Nowadays, some stay in towns doing oddjobs.

Education

SRK Long Napir was officially opened in 1960 by ^^th' MCSporran, the last British
Resident of Limbang Division. The school provided education for many Kelabits
who continued their studies at secondary school in other towns. Many went on to
study at tertiary level and now hold high positions in the government and private
sector.

The Kampung Bahagia Penan children started to go to school in the early 1970s.
All the Penan children attend the school but go off into the forest with their parents
for weeks or months during the fruit and wild boar seasons. A number passed the
Primary Six State Governmnent examinations but most drop out of secondary school.
None of them attended mmversity education.

Household income

The averageincome of aKelabitfamily at LongT\TapirisRM 380permonth. Children
working in towns and timber companies subsidise their parents' living costs by
assistance in kind and mintmal cash. A Penan family earns only I^I 160 per month.
Penaris sell game and fish to the KGlabits for cash and also collect incense wood
(gaharu) for sale. Even with these extra economic activities, their income is still
very low. The household incomes of both conrrnunities are far below the National
Poverty line of RM 830 per month (Statistics Department 2006).
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Level of dependence off/byest resources

The Kelabits' and Penans' livelihoods are based on subsistence and they depend on
the forests to survive. Rivers are a source of protein (fish), Wild sago is the Penans'
staple food. Both cornmunities depend on the forests to provide them with timber
for longhouse construction and boat making. The forests are important as hunting
grounds and to provide all kinds of wild plants for food, firewood and charcoal and a
supply, in perpetuity, of nori-timber forest products such as rattan, darnar, wild honey,
medicinal plants, herbs, pairn leaves for roofing, tree bark for walls and edible wild
fruits. Since logging operations began subsistence living has become more difficult.
Fish and animals are hard to get and padi planting is not successful because of soil
erosion and Ieaching of soil nutrients.

Economic activities

(i) Rice cultivation

Hill padi fanning is the primary econontic activity of the Medihit catchment
fanning coriumunities. The fanning cornmunity would prefer to farm wet path
and did start in 1970 but there is little flat land and that which there is, here
and there along the riverbanks, is far from the village, Also the wet padi fields
dried easily due to the low water table in most areas. Even with financial and
technical aid from the Agriculture Depariment in 1990 wet padi fanning had
little success, A timber company operating in the area provided tractors to clear
and prepare land for wet padi which was divided among the landowners' family
members. These families have benefited from doing wet padi fanning but the
plots are small so they still farm hill padi to supplement their wet padi harvest.

Padi fanning is less lucrative than in the past as the natural fertility of the land
around the village has been depleted. More people fann from mee to 12 km
from the village (one to four hours walking distance). Fanners therefore open
up smaller padi farms, enough for just one year's supply of rice with no extra
for sale. Most fanners' annual harvest is only enough to last them for six to eight
months. Penans who plant padi can produce enough to last them for two or three
months. At RM 70 per 100 kg farmers make from RMI40-490 for their year's
labour. Some sell part of their harvest in order to be able to buy other household
necessities like sugar, salt and even cheaper rice from town.

The Penans in the catchrnent took several years to learn to farm hill padi from
their Kelabit neighbours. Now they farm on their own to supplement their intake
of wild sago. The Govenrrnent provided them assistance in hill padi fanning
and for fruit orchards,
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(ii) Rubber cultivation

The Government introduced high yielding grafted rubber seedlings (Heyea
brasilie"sis) in 1962 before the end of the British Rule in Sarawak. Every
household was given planting material for three acres and fertilizers, Rubber
prices dropped when the rubber trees were ready for tapping so the farmers
neglected the rubber gardens, which have since mined into secondary jungle.
The villagers tapped the rubber trees in 2007 and early 2008 when the rubber
price improved but stopped in late 2008 when the price dropped again. A few
fanners tap their rubber trees regularly in spite of the poor price but the income
from three acres of rubber is not enough to sustain a family.

(lit) Pepper cultivation

Anumber offanDers established pepper gardens on theirowiiinitiative, assisted
by the Agriculture Department (free fertilizers and pesticides). Only one fanner
currently maintains his pepper garden of 120 vines. He harvests between 1080~
1450 kg a year and earns RM6,480-8,700 per year (RMS40-725 per month),
The majority of the fanners are not interested in pepper planting in spite of the
good income that can be derived. Pepper gardens need intensive maintenance
and fulltime work and KGlabits prefer not to be tied down to a single activity.

(iv) Rattan cultivation

The Agriculture Department distributed what was thought to be rotan sega'
(Calamus coesi"s) seedlings in 2001. The fanners were advised to plant the
rattan under their rubber trees for support. The rattan tinned out to be the large
'wei ram' (Daemonorops sp. ), grew fast and caused the rubber trees to break.
In the end, most fanners cut down their rattans. There was n. o market for the
rattans and the price was insufficient to compensate for costs of transporting
them to Limbang.

(v) Timber companyjobs

Limbang Trading (L) Son Bhd, operating in the area, has provided the locals
with jobs for many years'

Use of and rights to landj"'ores*'resources in the area

KGlabits have their own land tenure system. Bulan and Labang (1979) have written,
"1,720tis certain is thatforgenerotions the Keiobit occt{patioiz of landh@s been to the
exclusion of other parties, Mrzder a land tenure system whose rules are ascertoi"ed
according to a GWStomaiy legal system. " When the KGlabits came to occupy the
Medihit catchment they moved into new territory that had not been traditionally
occupied or farmed by other ethnic groups. Sources relate that there was no trace of
inhabitants.

6



infonmants relate that more than two-thirds of the forest in the Sungai Medihit
catchment is Native Customary Rights (NCR) land ('secondary forests' (dinz, g or
tornz, of a) fonned as a result of felling virginjungle before January I 1958, created
in accordance with the provisions of the Land Code (Cap. 81)). Virginjungle was
felled for the purpose of occupation, hill padi fanning and planting fruit trees. Some
secondary forest has grown big, very much like virgin forest in statute,

17:170str"cmre, focilities gridsen, ices

Limbang Trading (L) Sdn Bhd constructed a logging road in 1985 making Long
Napir accessible by 4WD from Limbang town. The journey takes about 4 hours, The
company constructed the first steel bridge in the logging industry in Sarawak kilown
as Wong Fujita Steel Bridge (span 80 in, width 5.25 in and live load tolerance of 40
tons) at Bam Titad, Ulu Sungai Limbang in 1981 . The company also constructed a
15 kin access road from Kin O (WTK roadjunction) to Long Napir at approx. RM
160,000 per km.

In 1949, Dafuk, 4mar James Wong Kim Min former State Minister offnviroizment
registered o company known OS Limbong Trading (Limbung) Sdn Bhd. In Ihe early
years, the company coldined IIS operotio"s to the low!and forests and grrrdt!ql!y
moved into the hilljbrests of the Limbong basin. The company 31 management grid
operatio"s strengthened when it signed cz1'0int venture Agreemen/ with C. Ittoh, a
Joyonese company in 1974-1987. The coinp"fly also signed Q stintlor Agreement
wiih Sarongk Timber/lid"shyDevelopment Coqperati0" '31/1'DC1 in 1977. Indeed;
LTL Sdiz Bhd has a long history of hill/blest operations in Salonok. The General
Mo"czgei; Mr Pictor Bong, noted that the companypioizeered the arse of bulldozers
in hill logging operations when it purchased ivy0 31niis of Eijis Chambers/>om Mus@
Hitam, former Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysicz, when he was the sales Manager
of GUIhrie in By"Itei Dan, 38@Idm in 1964. LTL Sdn Bhd htzs provided employmeni
OPPor/24ni!ies to the people of LimbongDivision/by manyyedrs.

Plate I : Wong Fujita Steel Bridge
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Access to Long Napir prior to 1985 .was chiefly by river (Sungai Limbang and
Sungai Medniit, both swift flowing with many dangerous rapids) using longboats of
different sizes powered by 15 or 20 ER outboard engines, The journey upriver from
NangaMedamit to LongNapirtookmore than 10 hours while the journey downriver
took less than 6 hours, When the water is low, boats are used without the engines.
Currently 24% of the villagers have outboard engines of various horsepower and
about 28% have their own boats,

SRK Long Napir, the Government Primary School, serves both KGlabits and Penans
of all the villages within the Medihit catchment. The school has a football field and
sepak takraw, badminton and volleyball courts. A preschool commenced operation
in 2005. The govermnent provides PenalT children free education, school urnfonns,
books, food and lodging up to secondary school level to encourage them to study
hard and attain university education.

Agravity"feed water supply (a Minor Rural Project) serves the whole of LongNapir.
The supply pipes are frequently blocked during dry weather so most households
collect rainwater. The river is a guaranteed source of water and is where most bathing
and washing is done daring water shortages,

Apubliclibrarywas builtinLongNapirin 1995. The local population do notfiillyuse
it; school children use it sometimes. The State Government provided a telephone line
in 2007 at the Public Library. It has been struck by lightning twice and is currently
not working. Two sets of desktop computers were provided to enable the community
to access the internet. However, the facility is not fully utilised as no one is confident
to surf the net.

Long Napir had a Govenmnent clinic from 1973-1981 and an Up River Agent
Office representing the State Govennnent in the Medamit District and including an
Agriculture Department substation. For the last few years the DoA has provided
winimal agricultaral extension, home economics, subsidies and training, Generally,
respondents feel the level of support services is low.

Most of the Penans do not have identification documents, which are needed in order
to get employment in towns, timber industries, plantations, the private sector and
goverinnent agencies, as well as to obtain other privileges as citizens of the country.
The Government has an ongoing effort to issue the Penans with Identification
Cards.

Thereis no fonnalpostalservice forthe area. Letters for LongNapirare corrected from
the Limbang District Office and outgoing mail is sent by hand through those going to
town. Often important letters are lost. Many school leavers miss job interviews and
other training OPPortuntties because of the poor coriumunications system.

8
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SESCO provided Long Napir longhouse with two diesel 10 KW generators. Lee Ling
Timber Son Bhd supplies the diesel. The generators are run alternately from 6.30
p. in. to 10.00 p. in. each night and longer at weekends as the coriumunity has prayer
and worship services from Saturday evening throughout Sunday. Many householders
have their own generators to supply electricity to mm freezers and to watch ASTRO
or Parabola programs. SRK Long Napir has its own 24 his electricity supply.

Limbang Trading (L) Sth Bad, through its contractor, Lee Ling Timber Son Bhd,
gave Chisimas goodwillpayments of I^I 5,000 to each of five groups in the KGlabit
coriumunity (I^I 25,000 per year). However, this goodwill payment was stopped in
2008 due to the economic downtnni.

ANALYSIS

The results of the SOCio-econoThic study and observations were interpreted as follows:

. The cornmunities live below the State Poverty Line. They had tried to improve
their economic status by tapping rubber and growing wet padi, pepper and
rattan introduced with Government assistance, but without economic success or
improved living standards. Various reasons contributed to this lack of success,
including poor cornmodity prices (rubber), insufficient suitable land (wet path),
lack of single-minded commitment (pepper) and failure by the Agriculture
Department to supply the correct planting material (rattan).

. The present generation of KGlabits does not seem interested in attempting tertiary
education. None of the Ferraris has attained tertiary education due to high dropout
levels. However, education is a sure way to cut the cycle of poverty in a family,

. The results of the participatory community mapping studies, dialogues and oral
history recording indicated that the Kelabits have lived and fanned in the Sungai
Medihit catchment for at 18as! more !hare 100 years, moving from area to area.
They were dwelling in the vicinity of Long Napir, at Lubang Manuk, in 1955,
and are thus in a position to claim land cultivated before 1958 as NCR 01ative
Customary Rights) land. The community is now settled, with a school and other
facilities, so issues such as the small area of cultivable land and its declining
fertility due to repeated shifting cultivation cannot be addressed by moving to
new areas. In addition, timber exploitation has affected the availability of natural
resources in the area. The Penans, having now settled, are in perhaps even worse a
position as they traditionally rely on natural resources and not fanning. Therefore,
at this point, both communities need to face the fact that it is no longer possible
to derive a living through subsistence fanning, hunting/fishing and gathering.
They need help to adopt new strategies that capitalise on the area's resources and
qualities to make a sustainable living.

9



CONCLUSIONS

. The KGlabits of Long Napir are poor and have been since the 60s, living below
the State Poverty Line in spite of assistance provided by the State Government.
The Penans remain hardcore poor in spite of government assistance. The
coriumunities' poverty brings a host of hardships and suffering and has resulted
in out-inigi. ation, leaving the communities with a higher ratio of dependents to
economicalIy active individuals.

. The ITTO Pre-Project has identified the local cornmunities' specific SOCio-
psychological strengths as well as problems they face in trying to make a living
through specific economic activities introduced by successive governments
(rubber planting, wet padi fanning and pepper and rattan planting).

. The two communities have been provided with 4WD road access, a primary
school, a water supply, a public library and a telephone connection. Electricity is
supplied to Long Napir interntittently but not to Kampung Banagia,

o Strategies to address the conrrnunities' poverty by introducing new projects need
to take account of their SOCio~psychological attributes as well as reasons for past
failure of projects.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Pre-Project findings can be interpreted and utilised appropriateIy as follows:

. Land previously fanned in the catchment needs to be mapped and who fanned
it, when and how documented so that rights to forrnerly cultivated land can be
established, giving community members a better economic standing from which
to start new initiatives

. Choose carefully economic activities to be considered for introduction (rearing
local fish, wildlife sanctuary, the preservation of local traditions and culture etc)
in order to avoid the pitfalls that resulted in the failure of earlier initiatives.

. Design projects that the young population, who have out-migrated to seek a
living, will be interested in and can run, having been exposed elsewhere to ways
business is done and potential business opportunities.

Future work to be undertaken on the theme includes:

. Make a paradigm shift by introducing new strategies based on non-subsistence
activities that the local population can manage for themselves.

10



o Introduce eco-tommsm activities based on the scenic surroundings and
challenging topography (treks, camping, night hunting), the Medihit river
(boat trips, fishing) and historical monuments and sites. Tram and equip
experienced local guides.

o Multiply and commercialise non-timber resources (medicinal plants,
wildlife, handicraft materials) for income generation and R&D

o Develop an arboretum as a tourist attraction and for scientific research and
study at the fonner longhouse site at Lubang Manuk through alienation of
the land. Build a permanent base-camp for management, field operations
etc.

o Plant wild and domesticated sago near the village to ensure that food is
available and save time spent going to' collect wild sago. Conduct training in
modem methods of sago processing and field trips to a Mukah sago factory
to show the Penans how sago can be processed, both for food and for the
domestic market

. Encourage young people to remain in the village to carry out these activities.

. Encourage the KOIabits to concentrate on doing one thing at a time so that they
can achieve greater economic benefit.

. Address secondary school dropout rates

. involve Lee Ling Timber Son Bhd in future initiatives so that they can continue
with their goodwill contributions to the local people.

mrLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

One implication of this study is that land to which the KGlabit cornmunity have
Native Customary Rights must be identified and claimed to provide community
members with a better economic base in the area. A second implication is that careful
attention must be paid to the reasons why agricultare (shifting cultivation of hill
path, wet padi, rubber, pepper and rattan plantations) has failed to provide the local
cornmunities with a level of income to raise households above the State Poverty
Line. Once these reasons are properly understood, new initiatives can be introduced
which capitalise on the communities' SOCio-psychological strengths and lifestyle
preferences, make appropriate and sustainable use of the area's natural resources
and aim to attract back some of the conrrnunities' out-migrants, for their own benefit
and for that of the coriumunities, in improving the ratio of economicalIy-active local
coriumunity members to dependents.
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Annex 2: Subsidiary information

History of occupation of Sung@iMedihiicatchment

The KOIabits were the first inhabitants of the Sungai Medihit catchment. Banks
(1937) wrote in his report on the KGlabits "The Ndga Qnd Keiobit ore 838e"!tally
hillme" and walkers. " It was an apt description of the KGlabits, who are by nature
hill tribes and are good jungle walkers. Oral tradition goes back to the time when
the KGlabits occupied the Baait District of Brunei Danissalem (Fig. I). The Belait
valley wetlands were not conducive to hunting (the KGlabit preferred to hunt on dryer
and higher elevations). in the Belait the KGlabit felt threatened by the KGdayans
and Malays, who were well known for their magic powers and who used poison
or magic to kill anyone who crossed swords with them. They moved to the foot of
Bukit Ternaga in Limbang, now known as Bukit Mas, after the local people poisoned
some of them. They stayed there for more than 20 years and were kilown as oralzg
1:2mogc' or people of Ternaga (pretty people - 'lag"' in KGlabit, Lun Bawang and
Tabun meanspreity^ and it was claimed that the Sultan of Brunei married one of their
pretty women). Evidence of their past occupation ofBukit Mas still exists in the fonn
of their graveyards of earthen jar (above the fonner Limbang General Hospital and
present Bus Station) and fruit trees (darnan, nangka, toray). Only the KGlabits used
earthen jars (Rubih/Belanai) to bury their dead. (When they were pushed further
into the interior in the late 1890s, distance from the town made it difficult to get
earthen jars for buttals and the KOIabits used wooden (bendn) coffins instead to bury
their dead in the ground). The KOIabit leader, Benau Bengkalan, built a longhouse
at the mouth of a small river that was later named after him (Sungai Bengkalan).
Some Kelabits settled in Bukit Tern in the Sungai Bengkalan area. Daring this time
Limbang was still a trading settlement as the people still went to Bangawan (Brimei
town) for supplies.

Frightened by the Sea Dayak (/ban) headhunters (pir"Ies), the KGlabits moved
further up the Limbang to Sarang Rimau near Nanga Medamit. From there t ey
moved to Sungai Sendung (Fo ' Sendung) above the Bisaya territory in the lower
reaches of the Limbang River. After some years in the Sendung a widow threw a
party to commemorate the first anniversary of the death of her beloved daughter. Her
intention was evil. She tied tiny copper bells (hireg-kring) on all four legs of a frog
and placed it in a rice winejar (rubih bardk). After much drinking and in a drunken
stupor the guests opened the last rice winejar, The frog leapt out andjumpe a ou
making 'ring-ring' sounds. All the people laughed hilariously. To laugh at an anima
brings bad luck. A hailstonn mannediately came and the longhouse was pelrified (the
present quarry at Jukut). The people Tan for their lives across Sungai Limbang up
to Bukit Buda. One of the goats that foUowed also turned into stone. Today, a stone
shaped like a goat (BCitz! Mek) stands at the bank of Sungai Limbang below Sung^i
Solidung, The KGlabits settled at the Bam Buda area. After many years in Bu it
1.1bung and Bam Buda the incident in Long Sendung was forgotten. One fateful
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are lots of intennarriages, more so because, as Chistians, they are no longer enemies
but brothers and sisters in the Lord. This was why it is possible for members of the
younger generations to marry into each other's tribe.

Before the dispersal Pun So's subgroup was the furthest up in Sungai Mutak, (Fa '
Matok), a tributary of the upper Sungai Medihit. About 10 years later they migrated
to Roman Ma'un Liang Kapuh (fomier longhouse at Liang Kanuh) at Long Lanenu'.
After about I O more years they moved further dowariver to Rumah Ma'un Patar
Riba (fomner longhouse at Betel-nut plain), Six years later they migrated to Ruinah
Ma'un Tanem. Another I O years later they moved to Ruina Ma'un Long Rawan
where the other subgroups joined to make a single longhouse. They were there for
14 years before they migrated to Ruinah Ma'un Lubang Manukin about 1955. The
other groups merged to fomn Ruinah Ma'un Army Rudang and then the village at
Long Napir.

Recent history

In 1964 the Lubang Manuk villagers moved down to Long Napir to be near the
govenunent primary school built in January 1960. However, they had disputes with
the Long Napir villagers over fanning land. This caused them to move down to
Long Senban, Nanga Medamit, where they fanned for one and a half years before
migrating downfiver to the present location at Kampung Fundut, Limbang in 1973.
This group of Kelabits integrated well with the Lun Bawangs of Kampung Fundut.
The community of the fomier Long Napir settlement (Rumah Ma'un Long Napir)
moved to the current site in 1974, at which time they decided to retain the name Long
Napir because the school and village were recognised and officially registered with
the State Govennnent at the District Offices in Medamit and Limbang.

The KGlabits traditionally required a vast area of primary jungle for their shifting
cultivation every year and they wandered far into the primary jungle to hunt and
gather jungle produce, When the KGlabits inigi. ated from one place to another they
made sure that there were no other occupants of the land, They did not wish to clash
unnecessarily with other ethnic gr. oups who might be a threat to their securtty.

The Penans at Kampung Bahagia, near Long Napir, were originally from the Apoh/
Tutoh area. They paid their taxes to the Kenyah tribe paramount chief; Ternenggong
Oyong Lawai Iau, of Apoh/Tutoh during the rule of the Sultan of Brunei in the
early 1800s and continued to do so during the White Rajahs' rule. The Fengiran (tax
collector for the Sultan of Brittlei) who collected taxes from the whole of the Sungai
Brunei area (now known as Sungai Limbang) allowed this, based on the fact that the
Penans originated from the Apoh/Tutoh area before they came to the Sungai Medihit
catchinent. They came into contact with the KOIabits in the Sungai Medihit catchinent
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some 100 years ago, when they knew the KGlabits were there. As headhunting
was still a threat the first gT'oup of Penans that came into contact with the KGlabits
decided to stay and roamed in close proximity with them as they had discovered that
they were gentle and friendly and an association with them would auger well for
them. The Penan and have lived in close association with the KOIabit for many years'
Each community learned to develop trust and to be dependent on the other. The
Penans could barter trade with the KGlabits for salt, matches, clothes, iron for tools

and tobacco, providing the KGlabits with jungle produce like sago, damar, rattan,
rattan mats, rattan baskets and cheap labour. in this way both communities benefited.
Barter trade appoininients were arranged between the two communities, neither
of which knew how to read and write or had names for days, conrrnonly at Gegkar
Boy@rig, half^way to Long Lapenu'. Barter trade between the communities continues
to this day.

Kampung at Long Rayeh was fonned in 1992 by the majority of the community at
Long Sebayang (a Penan settlement about 30 kin up Sungai Limbang from Long
Napir, outside the Pre-Project area built in 1985 by the Limbang Resident's Office),
The Long Rayeh headman, Abu Wei, his brother, Lite' Wei, and their family members
are of the same group as the Kampung Bahagia Penan. Other Penans in the area are
mostly recent migrants from forests in the Baram and Tinjar in Min Division and the
Rajang, In the early 1990s a group from the Baram moved to Long Tegaan. Long
SUIung comprises three families.

There is minimal intermarriage between KGlabits and other races. A few KGlabits
have a spouse who is Lun Bawang, Malay, Iban, MeIanau, Chinese, European or
Indian. The majority of such spouses live outside the community due to work and
other obligations but come back to the village once in a while, especially during
Chisimas. Two or three stay in the village where they have adapted well and made
themselves part of the society,

The Sungai Medihit KGlabit were early aware of the importance of education and in
1957 encouraged their children to attend the Primary School about a week's walk
away in Fa' Kubaan, Ulu Baram. BEM Missionaries organised a month-long deacon
school, kilownlocally as 'SekolahPelayan'in 1958 atLubangManukto teach church
leaders from Long Napir, Lubang Manuk and Long Sendan, Ulu Baram to read the
Bible. The local people were able to read and write due to this school. This inspired
the KGlabits to request a Government primary school for their village in 1960.
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BIO-lPHYSICALmFORllylATIONAND GROUND TRUTIUNG
in THE PRE-^'ROJECT AREA

SUM^RY

Detailed baseline bio-physical infomnation on the Sungai Medihit catchrnent s
geology, topography, soils, agricultural capability, vegetation cover and land use
changes was sourced in order to help identify the problems facing the people who
live in the catchnient and the forest resources found there, Infomnation collected in
a desk study was ground-truthed and analysed. Findings revealed the catchnient had
a varied geology leading to varied, often steep topography and varied soils. Areas
suitable for conventional agriculture were limited but soils and vegetation in other
areas supported potentially economicalIy valuable crops such as Berrycoinq and forest
tree species. Knowledge of the location of the different rocks, soils, vegetation and
land uses in the catchment can facilitate selectioxi. of areas where the bio-physical
attributes are particularly appropriate for particular Community Development
Projects. Such knowledge can also infonn as to best treatrnent of particular areas to
maintain their integrity and optimise their pertomiance as project locations.

K"ifo"rime Geo, gi"" Pe"roe

INTRODUCTION

The Pre-Project Document for Pre-Prqject PPD 135107 Coinm"12i^?-based Forest
Monogement of 8117igai Medihit Watershed notes that only cursory bio-physical
information on the geomorphology, soils and climate of Sungai Medihit catchment
exists. The document points out the need for detailed 'baseline bio-physical
infomnation on the catchrnent area including detailed infonnation on the area s
geomorphology, soils and climate, , . . . . . water resources . . . in the area in order to
identify the problems facing the indigenous people who live there and the catchment's
forest resources and then address these problems through. a full Project Proposal. One
of the Pre-Project's specific problems is how to achieve 8148/01nable management of
the area ^! 7880/4rces (timber non-timber water; ecotoz, rism etc. ) in thelace of shining
owltivotio, I grid logging when not enough is known about the area :^ biophysic"I
resources (!geomorphology, soils, climaie (rot^fql!), water resoz{rces, timber '20/2-
limber ond ecotoz, rism resources,

The main theme of the work reported here was the collection of existing bio-physical
information pertaining to the Pre-Project area and its surroundings followed by
ground-truthing of some of the information and analysis of the infonnation obtained.
Previous work has been limited to the development of topographical maps (1:50,000)
from aortal photographs and a Geological Map (1:500,000) and Agt'joultural
Capability map (1:250,000),
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APPLIEDl\IETHODOLOGY

The Pre-Project Document recotnmends that detailed bio~physical information for the
Pre-Project area be obtained through a deski'GLSstz!dy on biol)frysicoli, !formation of
the catchme"toreq gridiis surrot, ridings andgrot!?zd-inithingqfremotesensingimoge
interpretotioiz. This was the methodology used as much of the catchment cannot be
readily accessed to assess vegetation cover and land use. The following maps and
remote sensing images were obtained from the relevant govenrrnent departrnents and
studied in order to understand the Pre-Project area and the natare of and chan es in
the vegetation covertland use that have occurred:

. Long Napir and SungaiAdang topographical sheets (1968) of East Malaysia
(Sarawak) 1:50,000 Series (1960 &1963 air photography)

. Agricultural Capability Map of Sarawak 1982

. Geological Map of Sarawak 1992

. GIS Unit (SFD) digital map interpreted from a FAO map (1974) updated using
1996~2000 Landsatimagery

. Terralookimages dated 1991 and 2001

. Spot linage August 2007

. Google Earth linage dated 2008

PRESENTATION OF Tnn DATA

Geology

The Geological Map of Sarawak shows the Pre-Project area to be comprised offour
rock types. All are sedimentary and relatively recent (Tertiary Period).

Map symbol

NIMe

P7S

P2Ke (KGlalan)

P2Mu onurn)

Mengan sandstone, the most recent rock type, gives rise to peaks and rapids. Setop
Shale covers most of the area near the settlements. The KGlalan rock gives rise to
extremely steep terrain in the southeast. The coarse scale of the Geological Ma
(1:500,000) means that some details are not shown. Thus Paya Seepai sandstone
ridge lies in an area mapped as Setap Shale.

fopogrqphy

The 1:50,000 Series topography maps show the catchment terrain to be hilly with
elevations from 140 in a. s. I. in the north to 1,430 in in the extreme south.

Location/coverage
NE and centre

Most of the area

Centre and SE, lying
approx. NNE-SSW
Extreme NW

Mengan Sandstone

Rock type

Setap Shale

Mixture of rock types

Mixture of rock types

Miocene

Epoch

Ongo-Miocene

Paleocene Eocene

PaleOcene BOGene
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Four elevation ranges can be distinguished:

Mt. range
(in a. s. I. )

<300

300-1,000

1,000-1,300

All except the main river valleys/flood plains in the north and hilly
areas in the extreme south

Sg Medihit, Sg Soyatu & Sg Limbang valleys I flood plains

>1,300

Long Napir, Kpg Bahagia and land currently utilised by the local communities all
lie below 300m. The following topographical features are recognised locally:

. two pairs of peaks in the Miocene Mengan Sandstone area: Buduk Penew (978
in) and Buduk Mutak (1,061 in and 1,003 in)

. Paya Seepai ridge

. waterfalls/rapids (Wong Mutak, Wong Sendan, Wong Tebusa')

Soils/agricultural coyabi!ity,

Geological diversity leads to a variety of soil types as different rocks give rise to
different soils. Soils in flood-plain areas are liable to inundation risk and in steep
areas to erosion hazard and soils over most of the area are shallow. The Agi. ICUltural
Capability Map of Satawak presents an assessment of the agricultural capabilities of
areas within Sarawak using, inter aim, erosion hazard (e), fertility (0, inundation (i),
moisture-holding capacity (in), soil depth to impervious layer (d) and topography (t)
- steepness of slope (relates to erosion and access).

The Pre-Project area supports five agricultural capability categories I combinations:

Location

Southwest, southeast and
southern part of eastern margin

Extreme southeast

V"of
catchment

c. 20

o 2i: land with two or more minor or one moderdte limitation (inundation) that
restricts the range of crops and/or requires moderate conservorioizprocttces:

. 3te: land with typo or three moderate or one serious limitQtion (lopogrc!PIiy and
erosion) that restrict the range of crops, the degree of possible mechanisation or
requires $peci@I conservation practices

. 4te:landwithtvuoorthreeserioz, slimitotions troyogrqphyorzdeiosioig) that drastically
litiiit the range of crops or require special conservation practices or both

o 4fm: land with two or three senot!s Jimiiatio"s derti/i^? grid moist"re-holding
congci^?) that drastically limit the range of crops or require special conservation
practices or both

. 5td: land with such severe limitorio"s (topogrqphy gridsoilde;pth) that agriculture
is not feasible

c. 60

c. 15

c. 2
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Agricultural
capability

2i-ate

3te

Sg Limbarig from Long Rhio upstream to Long Raya
Sg Raya upstream of Long Raya
Long Patsd

3te-4te

4te

Along the lower Teaches of Sg Medihit and Sg Terasa'
Patches along the inid-reaches of Sg Medihit

4fm

Mid-reaches of Sg Medihit

5td

North-central and south-east area

Location

I'taget@tio?t cover gild land use cha"ges

The KGlabits moved into the Medihit catchinent from Sungai Adang in Ulu Limbang
when it was struck by the great rat plague following an outbreak in Canton and
Hong Kong in 1884, since which time they have settled at various locations in the
catchment corud 2009). Stories are still told of events that occurred in the catchment
before the close of the Brooke era (1841 - 1941). Some shifting agyiculture areas are
said to date from about 1947. The KGlabit terni for secondary forest that develops
after shifting cultivation is 'amug', The 'amug' furthest upriver was reported to be
at Long Patad CUIU Arur Lunok) (currently occupied by Penans). The Long Napir
1968 topographical map (based on 1960 &1963 airphotography) shows Old Shifting
Agriculture south of Sg Genting KGcil but subsequently OSA had spread further
south (GIS Unit 2007 digital map interpreted from a FAO map (1974) updated using
1996-2000 Landsat imagery.

Maps and remote sensing images were interpreted to evaluate the vegetation cover
and land use changes over time (Annex I). Four vegetation Governand use categories
could be discriminated from a Spot Image (August 2007), namely:
o cleared areas

o secondary forest recently developed on farmed areas
o actively and recently logged forest (skid trails visible)
o forest logged some time ago I virgin forest areas,

Old Shifting Agriculture areas marked on the Long Napir 1968 map (denoted
'secondaryjungle orhillpadi') andGIS Unit2007 map are difficultto detennine from
current remote sensing images, The 'secondary jungle or hill padi' areas marked on
the Long Napir 1968 sheet could not be reliably distinguished by eye on the Google
Earth 2008 image Clanex I).

Part of Paya Seepai

Most of the catchment (south, central, northwest and part of
northeast)

Approx 9'0
of area

3

6

3

9

1.5

78
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Ground !ranking

Annex 2 shows vegetation covertland use categories that can be distinguished and
results of gi'ound truthing where available.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF Tnn DATAAND RESULTS

The various rock types making up the catchinent lead to varied geomorphology,
Hard rocks result in features such as the twin peaks of Buduk Penew and Buduk
Mutak and the Wong Mutak rapids. Such featores have Gootoorism potential, Setop
Shale covers most of the area near the settlements.

The fiat flood-plain terrain topography of the lower river valleys is at risk of
inundation and requires moderate conservation practices, The steep topography of
much of the catchment carries an erosion hazard that must be taken into account

in plans for its agriculturaVforestry use. Sites within the catchment are accessed
on foot and some can be reached by river. This must be taken into consideration in
planning Cornmunity Development Projects where supplies (e. g. of fertilizer) need
to be brought in and produce taken out.

The different soil types in the area are each suitable for specific plants and vegetation
types. Some sandstone areas such as Paya Seepai ridge, though rocky and with soil
fertility and moisture-holding capacity limitations, are the preferred habitat of some
very valuable species such as Earlycoma long;Ib1!11, rigaihts, Co^?!810bium and
nyatoh. Novel forestry crops such as EMU?coma and Aquilaricz (for gaharu) may be
suitable for such areas.

The implications of agricultural capability classification in the catchment are:

a. Both annual (e. g. path) or perennial (e. g. rubber) agriculfural crops will probably
remain restricted to the floodplains of Sg Limbang, Sg Raya and the lower Sg
Medihit

b. Novel forestry species such as Tongkat an, Kayu karas (for gadani production)
and timber trees can be considered if plants are established without clear-felling to
control the erosion hazard and access for maintenance and harvesting is planned
to take account of the steep topography.

The LongT. Tapir1968topographicalsheet, based on 1960and1963 aerial photography,
shows a wide extent of 'secondary jungle and hill padi'. It is thus likely that local
coinmunity members can make claims for land in the catchment under Native
Customary Rights. NCR lands would be the logical choice for sites for community-
based forest management projects.
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CONCLUSIONS

. Although land and soils for conventional agriculture in the catchment are limited
careful consideration of site-species matching can lead to profitable use of the area.

. Steep land requires special conservation practices when crops are established
(i. e. without clear-felling and with minimal soil disfurbance)

. Local cornmunity members need to make an effort to claim lands cultivated
before 1958 under}. Tative Customary Rights for usein community-based forestry
initiatives.

RECOl\^IENDATIONS

The Pre-Project findings can be appropriateIy interpreted and utilised by supetimposing
map layers of the area's geology, slope categories, soils' agricultural capability
and land use in order to identify areas suitable for different kinds of Cornmunity
Development Projects

Future work to be undertaken on the theme of collection and study of existing bio-
physical infonnation pertaining to the Pre-Project area and its surroundings is as
follows:

. Generate a map that shows slopes categories over the area

. Use image analysis based on vegetation types confrrned by ground-truth
investigationstomapareasofspecificvegetationtypes(e. g. oldrubberplantations)
and land uses

. Identify and document potential NCR land in the area marked as 'secondary
jungle' on the Long Napir 1968 sheet through discussions and ground surveys
with local cornmunity members

lilyrrLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Patternsofgeology, topography, soilproperties (including soilagriculturalcapability),
vegetation cover and land use category in the catchment need to be taken into account
whenselectingareaswiththeappropriateathibutesto establish andimplementvarious
Community Development Projects and deciding how to go about establishing CDPs.
For example, for a project to raise EIJIycomo plants identify potential NRC land
area covered by secondary forest that is close enough to the settlements to facilitate
transportation. Thin soils and steep slopes are not a limitation as this species can
tiltive under such conditions. Establish the plants without disturbing the main canopy
to provide the shade this species needs and reduce erosion.
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ANNEX I: Vegetation cover and land use changes from maps and remote
Sensing Images

Date

1960 &

1963

.

- a single settlement (Long Napir) in Sg Medihit
catchment

- 'secondary jungle or hill padi' along the lower
reaches of Sg Medihit for c. 15 km

. elsewhere 'jungle'

.

1977

ANNEXES

Details

Timber license (T/0129) issued to Limbang
Trading (Limbang) Sth Bhd coveting the bulk of
the catchment (expired 2009)

1985

c. 1985

Timber license (T/0294) issued to Ravenscourt Sin
Bhd covering the southern end of the catchment
(expires 2015)

1996-

2000

Logging began in the licensed areas and continues
with re-entry in some areas

- location of Long Napir changed
- Additional settlement, Kpg Ballagia
- New cleared areas along Sg Limbang especially

at Long Raya
- Old Shifting Agriculture (OSA) area increased

compared to that recorded in Long Nanir 1968
~ A new OSA area located at Ulu Sg SGIey
- New Shifting Agyiculture (NSA) areas located

both east and west of Sg Medihit's lower reaches
" Other parts of the Medihit catchment shown

covered by Mixed Dipterocarp Forest

Long Napir 1968 (Aerial
photography data 1960 & 1963)

Source

1991

and

2001

- 1991 image shows logging from N down to about
Buyo, secondary forest around settlements

- 2001 image shows NE arealogged
2004 License for Planted Forest (LPF/0038) issued to

Limba Jaya Sth Bhd (expires 2064) covering %
of the catchment, as far south as a line connecting
Long Sendan and Long Usit

Sarawak Forest Department
GIS Unit digital map
interpreted from the FAO'
map updated using 1996-2000
Landsat imagery

I The Pre-Project area did not fallin the area inventoried by the Forestsindustries Development Project of the Food and
Agicultune Organisation (FAO) DEIhe United Nations orA0 1974) (a forest inventory of eiglii areasin Sanwak Gained out
with Sarawak Forest Deparimient in the early 1970s)
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Date

August
2007

- Newly-opened and recently-opened fields
especially around Long Raya and also north
and west down Sg Limbang further than its
confluence with Sg Medihit

. An extensive newly/recently-opened area
along the TLB of Sg Medihit from Long Terasa'
downstream to Long Medihit and along logging
roads to the west of this area

- A network of logging roads around Ulu Sg
SGIey and Ulu Sg Rawan in the northeast of the
catchment area indicates recent logging

- A cleared area at Long Patad (Ulu Arur Lunok)
said to be occupied by Penans

Detains

2008

Spot linage in which
the following can be
distinguished:

Cleared areas (turquoise)
including settlements,
recently cleared fields and
active logging Toads and
skid trails

Secondary forest recently
developed on farmed areas
lyellow to pale green,
rectangular shapes)
Logged forest (skid trails
apparent as lighter lines
along ridges) and old
secondary agriculture
(orange-brown and olive)
(Apparently) virgin forest
(black, reddish-brown, dark
green-brown)

Source

Google Earth 2008 Europa
Technologies satellite image in
which the following vegetation
Governand use categories could
be discriminated:

Cleared areas

Secondary forest recently
developed on funned areas
Logged forest (skid trails
visible along ridges)
(Appajeritly) virgin forest
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ANNEX 2: Pre-Project area ground truthing (Cont'd)

Data

source

Date of

data

Spot
linage
August
2007

Categories distinguished

2007

Cleared areas (furquoise)
including settlements, recently
cleared fields and active

logging roads and skid trails

ditto 2007

Secondary forest recently
developed on fanned areas
(yellow to pale green, some
rectangular shapes)

ditto 2007

Location I Description

Logged forest (skid trails still
apparent as lighter lines along
ridges) and old secondary
agriculfure (orange"brown and
olive)

ditto

Long Raya

2007
(Apparently) virgin forest
(black, reddish-brown, dark
green-brown)

Long Raya

Species
observed on

the ground

photos (GPS
51-53)

Ulu Sg Tebusa'

Virgin forest too rocky
to log (S end of Paya
Seepai ridge; extreme S of
catciment to 6,170' much
above 4,000')

photos (GPS
51-53)

photos (GPS
54-57)

Terrain Class

TV areas in

extreme S
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PARTICllPATORY RESOURCEIJSE STUDY (PLANTS)
AND FOREST RESOURCE ASSESSTlylENT

SUN^IARY

This report covers results of a Participatory Resource Use Study (F'lants) conducted
through discussions and a Forest Resource Assessment carried out through field visits
to observe and collect specimens in accessible parts of the Sg Medihit catchment,
guided and infonned by local infomnants. The study was implemented in order to
establish which plants each coinmuntty uses, where they occur, what they are used
for, why they are used, their significance and threats they face, Both the KGlabit and
the Penan communities use locally-sourced plant resources; the Penans chiefly correct
resources and sell them to the KGlabits, Wild sago (Bugeisso?aa utilis), Gaharu (from
Aquilari@ beccori"rid) and Tongkat an (Burycom@ long;ibli@) were identified as the
three most important local plant resources. All three have the potential to be raised in
CDPs established on degraded areas in the catchment run by the local communities
and to directly and indirectly improve the communities' quality of life. Threats to
plant resources were identified as environmental degradation, over-collection and
land conversion. Annex I gives details of all plant resources documented during the
study.

K"tfo"rime Georgi"@ Pe"rce

INTRODUCTION

A Participatory Resource Use Study (Plants) and Forest Resource Assessment is
needed in order to address a specific problem stated in Pre-Project FFD 135107
(Comint{itity, -bosed Forest Management of SI, rigoi Meathit Watershed)* namely
how to achieve $118!"Inable management of the area ^ reso"Ices dimbei; non-
limbej; water; ecotoz, rism atc. ) in the lace ofsh;/jing cull^^otion and logging when
not enough is known obon! the area:^ biophysica11880/1rces (;geomorphology, soils,
climate doingfall), warer resources, timber; non-!jinber grid ecoto"rism resources.
The Pre-Project Document states the need for additional infonnation to be gathered
to support full Project identification and notes that the infonnation needed includes
'detailed ip!formation on the ... types grid Qinot!rets of non-timber forest products
... plant biodiversity ... in the area, The main theme of the work undertaken was to
establish which plants each community uses, where they occur, what they are used
for, why they are used, their significance and threats they face.
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APIPLmD METHODOLOGY

The Pre-Project Document notes that Partic;poto?y Rural ,IPPr@is diproceda, yes
myo1vi"g the indigenous comint, fillies will need to errstrre <:6'"ec!lye coinmz, ,?footion
between IOCczlcommt, at^?participants grid otherpQriies.

The Participatory Resource Use Study (Plants) was conducted through discussions
with Tama Saging, former KGtua Kampong, Long Napir, Mr Roland Satu Wat and
two ladies of Long Napir. Discussions with Mr Paul Lawai (1<. 61abit), A^ti' Yeng Bot
(Penan) and other members of the field team took place during field investigations of
plant resources in the catchment. Discussions were conducted in Bahasa Malaysia and
English, with local coriumuntty members on hand to help translate where necessary.

Forest Resource Assessment was carried out through field visits to and collection of
specimens (where necessary to make or confirm identifications) in accessible parts
of the Sg Medihit catchment. TVli' Paul and TVlr Yeng were the guides and infonnants,
Resources mentioned in the Participatory Resource Use Study were located and their
identity was confirmed. Other plants in the area that have uses were located and
identified and their uses and users were documented.
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

ffistoij? of plant arse in the Sg Medihit calchment

The Sg Medihit catchment has been occupied at least since the Brooke era. Stories
are told of interttibal warfare between the KGlabits and other races as far up river as
Mutak Waterfall. in those times the area was only accessible on foot and by oar-
powered longboat. The forest was, at that time, the resource base for most of the
communities' needs, (food, clothing, shelter etc. ). Many of the resources are still
used,

CoregOries of piont 7880"Ice/bt, ladin the Pre~Prqjeci/Ifec,

The plant species traditionally used in the catchment for a variety of purposes can be
grouped as follows:

. Foodplants: starch (urud/keriangan) from pairn, wild vegetables (10 spp, ), fruits
(21 spp) from trees and palms

. Firewood

. Cordage: bark, rattans etc. ; clothing 03ark cloth)

. Construction (16 spp. ): house and boat timbers, fann hut frameworks, shingles

. Handicrafts (6 spp. ): rattan, beruban, pandan and certain timbers
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. Cures, poisons (e. g. dart poison) and insect repellents

. Plants for spiritual or magical purposes

. Plant materials sold for cash (6 spp. ): gaharu, tongkat an, fomnerly various types
of latex

Other resources include fruits eaten by fish, of which Ensurai (Dipterocoip"s
oblong!iblit!s) fruit is the most significant,

Ways the two comma, nities arse the area and its native PIOnt resources

The KGlabit and Penan cornmunities use the area and its resources in different ways*
The KGlabit community grows padi, hunts (as far as Sg. Rawan Besar, the top of Paya
Seepai and Sg. Soley) and fishes by cast net Galar) as far upstream as is navigable by
perahu (Sg Ubah, past Sg Mutak. Community members have at times tapped rubber
established in the 1960s and grown pepper, cocoa and various fruit trees, They do not
currently collect many Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs) although they know
how such products are used, They buy rattans of various species (9 types mentioned)
that Penan community members offer for sale. The Penans are more involved in
hunting and conecting NTFPs such as their staple, starch from the wild sago palm
(Eargeisson@ utilis), palm cabbages, rattans and gaharu (on the mountainside east of
the Pre-Project Area). They have recently taken up growing padi. Both coriumunities
plant fruit trees.

The most importantloc"libresiresot!rces

The six most important forest resources are arg!lably:

. Wild sago (EUgeisso?I@ utilis), the Penan community's staple for 9 to I O months
of the year

. Aq"tzariQ beccoriono (source of the commercially valuable incense wood
Gaham)

. EIJIycom@ long;Ib/in (locally accepted as an aphrodisiac - abundant and grows
well)

. Piectocomiopsis gemin;flora - palvn shoots that can fetch Rin 2 each (2 Brimei
dollars each at Kuala LUTah)

. Timber trees (/Igothis, Shoreo ingcrop}, ylla etc, Some can grow fast)

. Local fruit and nut trees

. Fast-glowing secondary forest potential timber species including Pawa (Litseo
elliptico) and LebekaiirKayii dat (Crato:,,,!"in swingtre, 1sts)

Possibly also Goreiotholomz, s (common, gi. ows well)
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Locations of PIQizt resources471aizt resource habitots

The locations of specific plant resources and plant resource habitats reported or
observed daring the fieldinvestigation are'listed below:

. Garu baa (from Agarilario beccori@,?0): Sg Tobusa'

. Garu bukit: Paya Seepai (said to occur before logging); Ulu Sg SGIey to two
Mutak peaks; Buduk Penew

. Tongkat all (furycomo long;16no): Near Camp I (I, ubok Manok, slope opposite
Camp I)

. Up ak Ianh (Piectocomiopsis gemi";170rQ): Sg. Rawan

. Turnuh (, Ignthis errdertii): Paya Seepai, Ulu Sg Raya, Paya at Ulu Sg Mumk

. Engkabang (Shored macrophy//Q): Near Camp I (Lubok Manok, slope opposite
Camp I)

. Coo, leiobi"in lanceoln!"in: Paya Seepai

. Benan (E'"sidero^/!on): Sg Tebusa', Sg. Rawan, Sg SGIey, as far as Sg Lapenu

. Rattans: Wai bum, Wai keloyong: Sg SGIey; many types: Sg. Rawan

. Bua ukum(Costanopsis): Long Napir

. IPOh (from Annans toxicaria): Kpg Ballagia

. Sapu; Kenkud (Goliio!holdmt!s spp. ): Sg Terasa' to Paya Seepai

. Fruit trees: secondary forest (amug)

. Timber trees: Pulau at Sg Tobusa'

. Potential timber species Lebekan, Kayu dat (Cr@to;it;I'min salmotra"urn): on way
to Paya Seepai, Lubok Manok, opposite Camp I and Pawa (Li/seo elliptico):
Camp I

o Ficus dello^ofea: (Penan said to sellin Limbang Fun I for 10 leaves, RM 10 per
plant)

Annex I (Plant Resource List) gives the local and scientific names of the individual
species and information on their uses, significance, habitat, location, abundance/
rarity etc.

Problems/ticingjbrestpl"nt resources

Plant resources of known value are facing (or will soon face) various threats,
Environmental degradation duetologging, over-collection duetolackofaltematives,
conversion of some alluvial areas and establishment of License for Planted Forest

(LPF) are among the threats faced.
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The following problems were recorded:

. Removal of mature, valuable timber tree species (merenti merah, kapur, minim etc)

o historically from areas used for shifting cultivation

o recently logged from accessible areas

o recently felled in coriumunities' timber reserve areas (pulau). Though
compensation, is sometimes paid in kind, this cannot recompense the actual
loss to the ecosystem)

. Depletion of food plants through over-collection (e. g. wild sago)

. Depletion of NTFP plants

o Rattans (said to be few since logging)

o IPOh tree (for blowpipe dart poison) in pulau area felled by timber company

o Depletion of resources that can be sold for cash

o Telakor (produces gaharu): reportedIy seriously over-exploited over wide
areas and also destroyed during logging operations

o Engkabang threatened due to conversion of some alluvial areas for fann use
(sawah paid, fruit tree orchards)

. Upcoming threat of removal of vegetation in areas under License for Planted
Forest. In Sarawak LPF areas typically have all vegetation removed, soil cut
to contour hilly areas and a monoculture of the exotic species Acacia indrigi"in
planted.

Bellan and Tongkat all face fewer threats as timber companies need a license to
extract Bonan and Tongkat all grows well in secondary forest.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA AND RESULTS

The Participatory Resource Use Study (Plants) and Forest Resource Assessment
findings indicate that a number of local plant resources are very significant to the
local communities' wellbeirig. The local conilriunities would benefit greatly ifthese
plants were available in abundance. Others (particularly Telakor and Tongkat an)
are prime candidates for propagation and sale through forestry-related Community
Development Projects as they are potentially easy to propagate and their products
have high commercial value.

Local coriumunity members have not yet tried to raise species with commercial
potential or use them as ecotoorism resources, probably chiefly because being
below the State Poverty Line, they direct all efforts and resources towards activities
with guaranteed rerunis. Markets are distant, cornrriunications poor and skins and
experience to produce, brand, package and market novel products are lacking.
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CONCLLJSIONS

Awide variety of local plant species in the catchment are/nave been used by the local
communities. Some have actual orpotential coinmercialvalue. Some can grow in, or
even prefer habitats considered marginal for conventional agriculture, or can grow
in disturbed areas. Environmental degradation, over-extraction and conversion of
land to new uses threatens these species. msufifi. cient time was spent discussing plant
resources with older persons at Long Napir; women's resource use and seasonal
aspects were inadequately investigated. Threats to local resources need further
investigation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings can best be utilised as a resource from which to select potential species
for forestry-related CDPs

Specific recommendations for future work to be undertaken on the theme of this
study (plants local coriumunities use or that have coriumercial value or potential and
treats to these plants) are as follows:

. Carry out a detailed inventory of the catchment's gahaniresources

. Investigate how and where specific species can be propagated through CDPs

. Locate, mark and protect plant resources for future needs (e. g. good timber
species)

. Initiate CDPs based on catchinent plant resources required locally (sago - a
staple food, ipoh, rattans, other NTFPs) or that produce coriumercially valuable
products for sale to generate income (gaharu, Tongkat all, rattans)

. Arrange for local conmiunities and other catchment stakeholders (timber
companies operating in the area, local politicians) to Iiaise to identify, locate,
protect and sustainably use important catchment plant resources.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Three plant resources of the many documented in this study are particularly important.
Wild sago (Elfgeissono utilis) is the Penan coriumunity's staple food. Gallaru, the
resin-impregnated diseased wood of a tree (, 91nlori@ becc@noriQ), is valued in
thousands of dollars per kilo and commands an international market. Tongkat an
(EU?ycomo long;Iblio), a small understorey tree abundant in the catchinent, is valued
in Malaysia for its widely accepted aphrodisiae qualities. All these species have the
potential to be raised in CDPs established on degraded areas in the catchment and
run by the local coriumuntties to improve the communities' quality of life,
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Category

Construction

Construction

Resource

Lemapong (K),

panar re)

Sebumh (when
small tree - K),

Construction

Pereta"g (K);
Keletang or)
(terentang).

Construction

Scientific name

Construction

Kayu tsarawir
(K&P)

ANNEXES

ANNEX I Plant Resource List

Litseo elliptica

Rangar sia (K);
Rangar bala (P)

Construction

Camp, ?OSpermo

Petak baya (K);
Bolo baya (P)

Construction

Useful part Iuse

Lauraceae ?Litsea

Sawn for planks for camp

Lebakan (K),
Kayu dat (P)

Construction

ShoreQ

About 60 cm dbh; can be
used for planks

Shorea

Turnu (K),
Pelayor or)

I, .>
\O

Construction

Poles (bark reinov^d) to
about 10 cm dbh, last 10
years, used for rafters (satsi
smelly

Cr@tony!o71
Swing!railt, in

Bayur (P)

Habitat

Best for perchu, rumah.

Ainug with
old rubber

Kanur

Agathis Binder!ii

Timber good for perahu

Wood (red) for planks,
house, shingles (splits easily,

Ainug

piero. spermt, in

Location

does not twist, lasting),
sarong parang, bark for atap,
flowing'wall 00 55 cm dbh)

Baa Buang,
Lubok Manok
area

Ainug with
old rubber

Dryob01@?30ps

Baa Buang,
Lubok Manok
area

c. 45 cm dbh

Ainug

Can be used for planks

Significance

Baa Buang,
Lubok Manok
area

funug

Abundant. 45 cm dbh,
gyows straight.

Old

secondary
forest

Timber

Lubok Manok
area

Can be grown

Lubok Manok
area

Sandstone
rocks

Localised

Near Lubok
Manok and on

way to Paya
Seepai

Vicinity of
stream

Localised

Localised

Vicinity of
stream

Paya Seepai

Abundant.

Regenerating on open
skid trails

Sg Tebusa

Sg Tebusa' and
TLB Sg Tebusa' ;
said to occur at
Ulu Tebusa' and
Sg Rawan

Localised. Perhaps
second most important
plant after Gallam

Localised

Localised
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Category

Construction

Construction

Resource

Sagat (K); Taha
(P)

Construction

Kayu bok (K);
Kayu belueng (P)

Construction

Scientific name

Construction

EWSideroJq. ,!on
zwoger,

K^, uin (K&P)

Construction

Kayu pita baya
(K);Kayu boto
baya (P)

Casio"opsis

Construction,
fruits saleable

Firor (K)
Kayu dellan (K);
Kayu boto bita
(F, )

House posts, used to make
blowpipes

Useful part Iruse

Dipterocai:pus

Firewood

Shored

Kayu abang (P);
Englcabang
iantong

For farmhouse (framework
and planks), firewood

Fruit

?Doc, yc@,:pus

Fruit

Shoreo

Kay" apui (K);
Dat k^tong (P)

10 trees, c. 45 - 80 cm dbh

Fruit

Kalang, Bua pugi
(K); Bua pidau
(P)

Habitat

Timber

Shore@

macrophyl!o

Streamside

Bua main (1<);
Buaju-ui (P)

Reported used for planks

Old
secondary
forest; amug
with old
rubber

Cr@towlon
210rmosz, in

Bua keralcu (K);
Bua adui (P)

75 cm dbh

Sg Tebusa' up to
Sg Lapanu and
Sg Rawan

Location

Baccat, rea

originala

Fruits sold before rubber

planted; now not collected,
wood for planks

Sg Terasa' to
Paya Seepai;
Lubok Manok
area

Gorei, lid

Firewood

GQrci?, to

Localised. Company
needs licence to
extract: Local use

Significance

TLB Sg Tebusa'

Fruit good to eat

TLB Sg Tebusa'

Edible fruit

Old rubber

plantation,
amug with old
rubber

Abundant

Skin dried to cook with fish

TLB Sg Tebusa'

Localised

Near Camp I ;
Baa Buarig,
Lubok Manok
area

Localised

Ainug

Logged forest

Localised

TLB Sg Tebusa'

Ainug with
old rubber

Localised. Not enough
fruit to sell. Could be

planted for fruit;
Protected plant

Across river from

Camp I

Across river from
Camp I

Baa Buang,
Lubok Manok
area

Localised

Localised. Sweet

Localised, Fruit sweet



Category

Fruit

Fruit

Resource

Buah sum (K);
Bua anin or)

Fruit

Bua pelutan (p)

Fruit

Scientific name

Bua ukam (1<);
Bua bangan (P)

Fruit

Morag;figropqj'orig

Fruit

Bua pugi (K);
Bua ikap (P)

Will"ghbei@ ,,.

Fruit

Bua meritam (K),
Buah in aha or)

Costa, joysis
(20sy!ophy!I@ .
Bano names

database)

Fruit

Bua kray (PI'

Useful part Innse

Edible fruit

Fruit

Baccat, rea

Sum (P)

?macro fryllo,
?renew ata

Edible fruit

Longat (K); Bua
Iasat (P)

Fruit

Nayhe!tarm
?maingoyi

Bua kitan (K);
Bua medang (P)

Fruit

Fruit collected and eaten

Goreini@ .$p,

.>.
-..

Fruit

Solacea
vermict, Ians

Fruit

Habitat

Lemujan (P)

Fruit good to eat

Ainug with
old rubber

Laitsi"in

domestic"in

Buah telal (K);
Buah malai or)

Fruit

Artoca, :pus
odora!issim"s

Disturbed
alluvial forest

Ranguran (K)

Fruit sour, can be eaten or
skin cooked with fish

Bua iteruk (K)

Baa Buang,
Lubok Manok
area

Location

Fruit can be eaten, leaf for
atap

Sofacc"

By stream

' Fruit tree that grows wild

Litse@ goreiae

Camp I

Ainug with
old rubber

?canon"in

Fruit good to eat

?Dimoc@,:pars

Ainug with
old rubber

Significance

Long Napir

Localised

Edible fruit, leaflets grouped
in 4s; red scales on fruit

Old rubber
plantation

Lubok Manok
area

Localised

Edible fruit

Old rubber
plantation

Reported

Lubok Manok
area

Vicinity of
stream

Localised, Could be
sold

Reported

Near Camp I

Ainug

Near Camp I

Localised

Vicinity of
stream

Near Camp I ;
TLB Sg Tebusa'

Localised. Sweet

On way to Camp
I ; across river
from Camp I

Localised

Localised

Sg Tebusa

Localised

TLB Sg Tebusa'

Abundant

Localised

Localised



^.
t\> Category

Fruit

Fruit

Puak, Pugi
beruang, Korat,
Bun SGIubang (K)

Fruit

Resomrce

Fruit

Bua paney
(K&P)

Fruit

Bua betangan
(K); Bua hangan
(P)

Scientific name

Fruit

Bacca"rea

Wild durian

Petal

Bacc"urea

Handicraft

Ng, ", an (K), Bun
keramu (P) =
dabei hutsn, ?
kernayau

Costa"opsis

Darno

Handicraft

Useful part Iuse

Reported

Fall (K); P^ (P);
Menggris.

Parkia

Fruit orange on long stalk

Handicraft

Tanid (K);
Tanyit, Kayu
tanyin or)

Reported

Handicraft

Reported

Koomp@$8t@
malacce, Isis

2 spp reported (horiz. and
longit. placed seeds)

Handicraft

Kabur (K); Ra'ar
(P)

Habitat

Be than (P)

Reported

Koompassio
excelso

Way belarigan
(P)

To make blowpipe

Location

Panda, ,"s

Donor con"!formis

To make blowpipes, tables

Significance

Planted for making mats

To make belakun (Penan
basket to harvest padi) and
mats

Ainug with
old rubber

For baskets: garing (F'), uyut
(K)

Vicinity of
stream

Baa Briarig,
Lubok Manok

area. TLB Sg
Tebusa'

Ainu with
old in^>ber

Old rubber

plantation

Sg Tebusa

Localised. Seedlings
present.
Protected Plant

Old
secondary
forest

Lubok Manok
area

Localised. Wood too
hard to cut with an axe

- needs a chainsaw,
shining ifpolished;
Protected Plant

Near Camp I

Sg Terasa' to
Paya S GOPai

Localised



Category

Handicraft

Handicraft

Local use

Resource

Rattans

Local use

Wai saput (P)

Sapu buda^K);
Buhau (P)

Local use

Scientif, c name

Imang Ich (K);
Akar kanialud (P)

Saleable

Calamus

padr 0<); Taiam
(P)

Poly@Ithi,

Saleable

Fabaceae

Useful part fuse

(name from Pulong Tau list)

linti@I. is toxicario

Bark bumt to chase away
mosquitoes

Satanew (P)

Saleable

Ficus deltoideu

Wood used for shampoo

4=.
t. ,,

Habitat

Felled by timber company

Garu baa (P)
Telakor (P) (the
tree)

I;", 700ma
long;16nq

Leaves

Old rubber
plantation

Location

Old
secondary
forest

Used to make ipoh poison
for blowpipe darts more
toxic

Aq"nana
beec@nana

Near Camp I

Not much since

logging

Significance

Sg Terasa' to
Paya S eepai

Epiphyte on
be SUIrui at
river bank

TLB Sg Tobusa';
by Sg Medihit at
Kpg Ballagia

Resin-impregnated diseased
wood used as incense

Old rubber

plantation

Camp I

Localised.
Protected Plant

Near Camp I,
towards Lubok

Manok, route to
Paya Seepai

Localised. Said Penan

sell in Limbang RM I

Vicinity of
stream

(10 Ivs); RM 10 (a
plant) ,
Protected Plant

Abundant. Said Dept.
Agric. Pays RM 3 per
Plant to thans;
Protected Plant

tree felled by timber
'''pan,

Sg Tobusa' - only
found in this
small section
below and above
waterfall

Product with greatest
potential. Very
localised
Protected Plant

Logging company said
to have spoiled a lot
(not known whether
Gum baa or Garu

bukiO



A STUDY OF WILDLrr'E DIVERSITY ^ SLINGAI I^^IEDIHIT
CATCl^unNT

SUM^RY

Wildlife diversity andlocalcomniunities' economic activities that mayaffectwildlife
diversity were investigated in the Sungai Medihit catchment, Wildlife diversity in
both old secondary and logged forests was low (Shannon-Wiener Diversity Indices of
2.8 t and 1.9 respectively). Encounter rates in both forest types werelow and differed
greatly for diurnal and nocturnal species. Logging, hunting and shifting cultivation
may affect wildlife diversity in the Sungai Medihit catchment, Hunting was the local
people's second most important econothic activity, after shifting cultivation (wild
meat provides the local people of this remote andisolated settlement with significant
calories and essential nutrients). The Sungai Medihit catchinent is important for
the conservation of two endemic Freshytis species and has potential for community
development projects. A total of 48 salt licks was recorded along Sungai Medihit.

liftm@44k/,", peng

in'TROD{ICTION

Environmentally sound and sustainable productive use of forests represents an
opportunity to conserve biodiversity that is fast being lost with clearance of tropical
rainforest. Many species could be conserved within a forest estate that is carefully
managed for ecological sustainability, although this is not a substitute for protected
forest areas (FrumhofE 1995). Logging of natural forests generally involves
ecosystem modification, which can change the local flora and fauna. Management
choices and operational practices can greatly influence the namre and degree of
these changes. Most tropical forests are considered poorly managed, not just for
biodiversity conservation but also for productive exploitation (Poore et o1. 1989)
so there is considerable room for improvement (Johns 1987; Hunter 1990). This
study meets a need for infonnation required to identify an ITTO project that will
address the problems facing the indigenous people and forest resources of the Sungai
Medihit catchment. The study's main themes are an investigation of the wildlife
and factors that influence wildlife diversity of the Sungai Medihit catchment. No
previous wildlife study has been undertaken in the area.

APPLIED METHODOLOGY

Wildlife can be surveyed by observation, trapping and indirectly by interviews with
local people. The Pre-ProjectDocumentpoints outthatavery shortperiodis available
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to conduct a forest resource assessment and that although camera trapping may be a
useful technique to maximise wildlife survey results and sample nocturnal animals,
availability of time, expertise and funds for camera traps may be a constraint.

The investigations, carried out in December 2008, used the transect line method
to record wildlife diversity onarsh and Wilson 1981; Johns and Skorupa 1987;
Buckland at o1. 1993). This method can provide infonnation on wildlife distribution
and abundance in a relatively short study period (Sumhsaker 1981), Line transects
I kin long were set in logged forest (I, F) (one transect) and in old secondary forest
(SF) (two transects). Altogether, about 8 kin' was covered. the mountainous virgin
forests were not surveyed.

Transects were walked at 500 in br'beginning at dawn and ending in late morning,
to coincide with peak wildlife activity. Periodic stops were made to listen for and
directly observe (without binoculars) any sign of wildlife. At each encounter details
of animals seen (species I family name, and number of individual/groups) were
recorded for up to ten minutes. Observations were specifically targeted at terrestrial
and arboreal species. All other mammal signs (dung, nests, tracks, claw marks and
vocalisation) were also recorded (each item counted as a single record) in order to
ascertain wildlife presence in the survey area. Night survey was conducted only in
old secondary forest as thick undergrowth in logged forest made smooth movement
difficult. KGlabits and Penans were interviewed to obtain data on economic practices
and hunting activities (frequency, methods and species hunted).

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Fifteen wildlife species representing ten families were recorded daring the study
(Table I), Five are Totally Protected (TP) animals and six are Protected (P) animals
under the Wildlife Protection Ordinance 1998.

Wildlife diversity in both old secondary and logged forests was low, Wildlife was
more diverse in an old secondary forest than in a logged forest. However, in the old
secondary forest most of the species recorded were common species that can survive
in an environment where food is scarce.

Table I includes information obtained from a Penan hunter (not used in species
diversity indices calculation),
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The very low encounter rate for wildlife weighing 2: I kg was prosumably due to
higher hunting activity during the day. Hunting pressure tends to affect large animal
species more than small species. Extensive hunting can result in local extinction
even in areas of suitable habitat (Soini 1982).

Logging in the catchment, begun in the 1980s, has affected the area's landscape and
biodiversity by changing landfonns and ecosystems and has shifted the regional land
use mosaic. Many plants have not fully regenerated from the destruction caused by
logging so that wildlife food is still less easily available, particularly to selective
species. A KGlabit reported that before logging 11< an Semah (for tambro) was
abundant in Sungai Medihit but since contamination of the river by sediment due to
logging the number has decreased drastically and today it is very hard to catch one
that weighs more than I kg. Hunters from Limbang town and from as far as Brunei
Darnssalam were reported to enter the area frequently at weekends and on public
holidays, mainly via logging roads.

Forty-eight salt licks were recorded in the catchment. Salt licks are a keystone
resource very important to wildlife survival, wildlife research and also (if properly
developed and managed) as a tourism product.

CONCLUSIONS

The Sungai Medihit catchment contains important animal biodiversity such as the
two endemic Presbytis species which have never been studied intensiveIy in the
wild.

The Sungai Medihit catchment has been affected by logging, shifting cultivation and
hunting and is mostly unproductive for agriculture. Some pinnates, deer (including
Mouse deer) and Bearded pig can survive in long-abandoned rubber plantations
such as are found in parts of the catchiiment. Economic development for the local
communities will likely involve community projects based on livestock production,
wildlife conservation and possibly sustainable hunting.

Economic benefits are often the most persuasive arguments for wildlife conservation.
If people in species-rich areas fail to preserve the habitat on which imperilled species
depend it is because there is no market through which they can receive payments for
conservation. The straightforward prescription is to fill in the missing market by
arranging payments in reruni for biodiversity conservation. The local coriumunities,
whose actions detennine wildlife survival, must be compensated for the OPPorLnmty
costs of conservation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) Recoimnendations formterpretation and utilisation of Pre-Project findings

The data on wildlife diversity are insufficient to make a defuiitive conclusion
as the area surveyed represented a very small part of the lowlands and wildlife
diversity at higher elevations (mountain tops) was not studied.

(ii) Recommended topics for future studies:

. Collection of baseline data on wildlife particularly from mountainous areas for
development of a management plan for wildlife and biodiversity conservation
that clearly defines the local coriumunities' roles in its management

. Wildlife conservation through sustainable hunting and poverty reduction of the
local conmiunities

. Fish and their sustainable use

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The implications, in practical tenns, of this research are that:

. The best approach to meet the protein needs of the local coriumunities and at
the same time conserve wildlife will be to implement Conrrnunity Development
Projects (CDPs) that focus on providing alternative protein sources (livestock,
including deer) and on wildlife conservation (e. g. Tagang fish conservation)

. Night walks (nocturnal wildlife are more abundant) and visits to salt licks (also
abundant) are likely to be effective ways local communities can earn income
from toadsts

. Local communities will need to be made aware of the endangered status and of
the two Presbytis species in their area.
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STA1<:11:HOLDERANALYSISAND STAKEHOLDER

WORKSHOPS

SUMMARY

Stakeholders and their stakes in the catchment were identified through a Stakeholder
Analysis which identified five primary stakeholders (the local communities and the
license holders) and 19 secondary stakeholders, some of whom would be able to act
as partners in Conitnunity Development Project (CDP) implementation in the Sungai
Medihit catchment. Avillage-level and State-level Stakeholder workshop were held,
the latter in conjunction with a Stakeholder Strategy Workshop. During the workshops
stakeholders identified and prioritised the problems facing the communities and
the forest resources and developed strategies to address the problems facing the
indigenous peoples and forest resources of the catchinent. The chief problems the
local cornmunities faced were a lack of fish, game, sago (staple food of the Penan)
and timber for construction. Logging and the associated disturbance and pollution,
illegal hunting and fishing by outsiders and local over-fishing and over-harvesting
affected the resources. High priority strategies that an ITTO project might use
included raising alternative forestry crops, ecotourism initiatives, fish conservation
and rearing, control of hunting and raising game animals,

Koihari"e Geolgino Fedrce

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the Stakeholder Analysis and Stakeholder Workshops is noted in
the Pre-Project Document: 'A stakeholder analysis at village/district and State level
is an essential precursor for consultations with all stakeholders to develop strategies
to address the problems fonnulated (based on socio-economic and bio-physical
conditions of the catchment area that are identified during the Pre-Project) in the best
interests of anthe stakeholders'. The Stakeholder Analysis addresses ideiz!!nod/ion of
o71d detailed i?!found!ion on o11 the cqtchme, it area ^ stakeholders ai village, district
o12d State levels grid on 21nderstoizdi"g of the overt ored hidden sign!licorice of the
catchmeni aretz to each. The Stakeholder Analysis and Stakeholder Workshops will
help address the Pre-Project Specific ProblemHow to monoge the Medihttcatchme"t
rrreci to involve grid ben!ant @11 stokeho/ders when exac!49 who the stakeholders ore
and the nomre of their stake in the catchme?zt ore" is not known and the Pre-Project
Specific Objective: Alitllprqjectpropos@Ideve/oped to address Iheproblems/actng
the indigeizot, s peoples andjbrest resources of the Sungui Medihi! Calchment area.
The main theme of the work undertaken was a study of catchment stakeholders and
the stake each has in the catchnient and a Stakeholder Workshops where stakeholders
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identified problems facing them and the local resources and attempted to prioritise,
potential strategies needed to develop the fullproject proposal referred to in the Pre-
Project Specific Objective,

APPLl^D METHODOLOGY

Astakeholderanalysis can be carried outthroughadeskstudy, astakeholderworkshop
or, as in the present study, a combination of both methods. The combination approach
incorporates stakeholders' official stands on their stakes in the catchinent with
their personal viewpoints as 61icited in the workshop atmosphere. The Preliminary
Stakeholder Analysis presented in the Pre-Project Document was updated with data
from the report Socio-economic Sallyey grid Community Mqpping of the Medihit
Watershed and from the Village and State Level Stakeholder Workshops. The
Stakeholder Strategy Workshop was professionalIy facilitated, which added to the
value of its outcomes.

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

The Stakeholder Analysis is presented in Annex I. The five primary stakeholder
groups (dependent on a resource or service that the Pre-Project is concerned
about and who will benefit from the Pre-Project or could be adversely affected by
it) include the two local communities who live in the catchinent, two holders of
licenses to extract timber in the catchment and one holder of a License for Planted

Forest. Potential secondary stakeholders (19 groups) (interniediaries in the process
of delivering services or aid to primary stakeholders) provide the main support for
the Pre-Project and might be important partners in Pre-Project implementation and
nine tertiary stakeholder groups, though not directly involved or affected by the Pre-
Project, may influence opinion for or against it.

The Village-level Stakeholder workshop, held on 23 May at Long Napir longhouse,
was conducted by a team from ITTO and SFD and attended by 49 KGlabits (male
and female) led by the Long Napir headman and 28 Penans led by the Kampong
Bahagia headman. The workshop was carried out in Bahasa Malaysia and the KGlabit
language. Presentations included Bio:!7hysic@! ii!formation o12 the Pre-Prqjec! ore"
grid ground truthi"g of remote sensing jinoges, Particjj?aton, resource use study
@101tts) grid/byest yesoz, Ice assessment, Literature Revie, v on Community-6088d
Forest Management and Wildl;it? Diversity. A Q&A session made clear the Workshop
participants' desperate need for infrastructure to be maintained and improved.
Participants also expressed the need for help to make a living, e. g. by construction
of further wet padi fields and provision of courses and assistance to grow pepper,
vanilla and gallaru,
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Problems identified during the workshop were brought up at the State-level
Stakeholder Workshop cum Stakeholder Strategy Workshop held on 27 May at
Limbang. This workshop was attended by 13 KGlabits from Long Napir and eight
from Kpg Fundut (some of whom were female) and four Penans from Kpg Bahagia,
lead by the headman, the ITTO Pre-Project team and participants from Sarawak
Forest Department, Sarawak State Planning Unit, Sarawak Forestry Corporation,
SarawakBiodiversity Centre, KGsumhjaya Polis Sarawak, Lee Ling Timber Sdn Bhd,
Limbang Trading (L) Sdn Bhd and Ravenscourt Son Bhd. Stakeholder bodies invited
but not represented included: National Timber Certification Council; Departrnent of
Agriculture, Sarawak; Lands and Survey Department; Deparinient of Drainage and
Irrigation; Public Works Department; Ministry of Urban Development and Tourism,
Sarawak; Mains Adatlstiadat; Resident's Office, Limbang Division; District Office,
Limbang District, Limba Jaya Son Bhd (holder of License for Planted Forest in the
catchinent area) and Bukit Mas Co. Sdn Bhd (a quarry company nearby).

Similar presentations were made as during the Vinage-level Stakeholder Workshop
with an additional presentation: Socio-economic survey onof comint!"to, inclpping, A
professional facilitator guided the stakeholders to:

I , Identify the stakeholders in the Sg Medihit catchment and their stake(s)

2. Identify and prioritise the ten most important problems facing the indigenous
people

3. Identify and prioritise the six most important forest resources and problems
facing each

4. Develop ten feasible, cost-effective strategies that together impact all major
stakeholders and that address problems facing the community/stakeholders

Tables I, 2 and 3 (Ninex 2) summarise the Stakeholder Strategy Workshop
outcomes in tenns of the most important problems facing the indigenous people
in order of priority, the most important forest resources in order of priority and
problems facing each and strategies to address the problems facing the cornmunity
I stakeholders I resources. ITTO/SED/SFC team members reviewed the strategies
after the Stakeholder/Strategy Workshop and provided further input resulting in eight
strategies that had been further refined taking into consideration their feasibility, the
beneficiaries and costs/benefits (minex 3).

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA AND RESULTS

The Stakeholder Analysis presents primary, secondary and tertiary stakeholders
in order of importance. Secondary stakeholders most able/likely to contribute to a
potential project can be selected from the exhaustive list. The Stakeholder Analysis
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may need updating as catchment stakeholders, or their stake in the catchment,
change.

The participants at the Village-level workshop were not well infonned about ITTO,
suspicious of ITTO's intentions and not aware how an ITTO project could play a
role in raising the socio-economic standards in the two settlements but were very
interested to see maps showing land use and other features of the area.

The Stakeholder Strategy Workshop can be considered a fair assessment of
stakeholders' views of problems facing the communities, the most important forest
resources and strategies to address the problems. The workshop situation was entirely
new to some stakeholders but they were entirely familiar with the issues being
discussed. The freedom stakeholders were given to express the problems, resources
and strategies resulted in overlaps in how these are stated. Priorities were assigned
and items ordered in a very subjective way allowing latitude in interpretation of the
order of priority. Some major stakeholders did not attend the State-level Stakeholder
Workshop/Strategy Workshop, so the stakeholder points of view presented are not
entirely representative.

Problems facing the local communities chiefly related to poor infrastructure (partly a
consequence of the remoteness of the area) and the effects of logging. Food resources
(in particular game, fish and sago starch, staple food of the Penan community) from
the surroundings ranked most important, followed by timber for local construction.
Resources were affected by logging and the associated disturbance and pollution,
illegal hunting and fishing by outsiders and local over-fishing and over-harvesting.
High priority strategies that an ITTO project might consider included planting
alternative forestry crops, ecotounism initiatives, fish conservation through. a Tagang
project and fish rearing in fish-ponds, control of bunting and raising game animals.
Alternative forestry crops that the stakeholders gave high priority were Telakor trees
toproduce gaharu, Engkabang trees, rattans and timber trees but other potential crops,
including exotic species such as Vanilla, Jatropha and rubber were also mentioned.
The comparative advantages and challenges of raising each type of crop was not
fully explored during the workshop,

CONCLUSIONS

Identification of catchrnent stakeholders and their stake in the catchment has provided
a basis for stakeholder involvement in future efforts to address the problems facing the
communities andforestresources of the SungaiMedihitcatchment. Potential strategies
to address such problems, identified by catchment stakeholders in a Stakeholder
Strategy Workshop, are available for deeper consideration during formulation of a
project, or selection of CDPs, for the communities in the catchment.
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RECO^^unENDATIONS

The findings of the Stakeholder Analysis can best be utilised to involve as many
stakeholders as possible in activities carried out in the catchment so that all
stakeholders' needs are considered, The strategies identified in the Stakeholder
Strategy Workshop can be further refined in fomiulation of a project to introduce
CDPs to the catchment communities in order to improve their economic standing.

Future work to be undertaken on the theme of catchinent stakeholders and their stakes

in the catchment and stakeholder identification of potential strategies to address the
problems facing the indigenous peoples and forest resources of the Sungai Medimt
Catchment area, are as follows:

. involve all stakeholders in synergies to ensure catchment resources are sustainably
managed, especially those the local communities use to meet daily needs and
also those that they can use to generate income through CDPs

. Refine the strategies put forward daring the Stakeholder Strategy Workshop, carry
out cost-benefit analyses and tailor the strategies to the communities' individual
sodo-psychological characteristics.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Problems related to infrastructare shortcomings may have to be addressed as side
issues of CDP development (rather than directly) to fall within the scope of a full
ITTO project proposal to address the problems facing the indigenous peoples and
forest resources of the Sungai Medihit catchment. The central importance to the
local communities of a sufficient and uninterrupted supply of food resources cannot
be overemphasised as the only means of survival in this remote and agricultarally
unproductive area, Every attempt should be made to secure resources from damage
due to the effects of logging, depredation by outsiders and local over-harvesting.
Efforts are also needed to re-establish a supply of the resources both by raising them
and by restoring the condition of the environment to a state where sufficient resources
become available. in addition, CDPs can be implemented to produce a supply of other
locally occurring resources for sale to generate income. The catchment stakeholders
have been shown to be both willing and capable of suggesting strategies that can
improve the wellbeing of the communities living in the catchment and that these
stakeholders should be involved whenever possible in future attempts to uplift their
economic status.
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In
00

Primary stakeholders (dependent on a resource or service that the Pre-Project is concerned about and who will benefit
from the Pre-Project or COLId be adversely affected by it)

Stakeholder

ANNEX I: Analysis of Stakeholders in the Sg Medihit Catchmemt

Long Napir
Kelabit

Community

Characteristics

o 750 persons, 213 resident
. 35 families

o Below State Poverty Line
but farm ancestral lands

o Women belong to
women's group (1< aum
Ibu)

. Rep. by TK Jangin
Taibilong and 11^

Kpg Bahagia
Penan

Community

Problems, needs, interest

Unsatisfied needs:

. Subsistence from surrounding
forest (fish, game, vegetables,
fruits and other NTFPs)

. Potable water and clean water

for domestic use

. Farm land (wet padi, hill padi,
fruit trees & other crops)

. Livelihood from sunoundings

. Rise above State Poverty Line

. 513 persons, 144 resident

. 24 faintlies

. Rep. by TK Leiu Ribung
& 11<1^

. Below State Poverty Line

. Recently settled

Unsatisfied needs:

. Subsistence from sumounding
forest (especially wild sago,
fish, game, vegetables* fruits and
other NTFPs)

. Potable water and clean water

for domestic use

. Farm land (wet padi, hill padi,
fruit trees & other crops)

. Livelihood from sumoundings

. Rise above State Poverty Line
No tradition of farming

Potential

Good knowledge
of local forest

resources

Involvement

. Primary
beneficiary

. Influence low

. Importance bigli

. Supportive

Representation*

Excellent

kilowledge of
local forest

resources

V (49)
S (13)

. Primary
beneficiary

. Influence low

. Importance high

. Supportive

V (28)
S (4)



Stakeholder

Limbang Trading
(Limbang) Sth
Bhd

. Holds Timber License T/

0129 (1977 - July 2009),
applied for extension

. Has built timber roads

& provided in kind and
financial assistance to

community

Characteristics

Ravenscourt Sth

Bhd

. Holds timber license T/

0294 issued 1985, expires
2015

. Licensed area remote

from Long Napir
. Has provided cornmunity

development as part of
SCR elsewhere

Problems, needs, interest

. Sustainable timber production

. Reduced environmental

degradation during logging
. Need to project image of

responsibility towards local
cornmunities who used licensed

area

Limba Jaya Son
Bhd

. Sustainable timber production

. Reduced environmental

degradation during logging
. Need to project image of

responsibility towards local
columnnities who used licensed

area

Holds LPF/ 0038 issued

2004, expires 2064

U'I
^

Potential

. CSR initiatives

. Improve forest
resource

Involvement

. Harvest remaining timber from
licensed area

. Develop a plantation forest on
licensed area

. Influence higli

. importance low

. CSR initiatives

o Improve forest
resource

Representation*

. Influence low

. importance low

S (2)

CSR initiatives

. Potential conflict

with local

community over
land

. Degree of support
not known

. Influence higl:I
o Importance low

S (1)

Nil



O'\
Q Secondary stakeholders (intermediaries jin the process of dehvering services or aid to primary stakeholders),

provide the main support for the Pre-Project amd might be important partners in Pre-lProject implementation

Stakeholder

SFD

Characteristics

. State Government

department
. Issues timber licenses

and LPF

. Has power to ensure
licensees abide by
stipulations of timber/
LPF license

ITTO

Problems, needs, interest

. Provides logistic support
for ^^2 project
located in Sarawak including
Medihit catchinent

. Manpower limitations

. Full Project could become
model for indigenous
cornmunities' involvement in

I benefit from SFM

. Areas might be designated
Coriumunal Forest Reserve

Intergovenunental
organisation

DoA

. State Government

department
. Has inland Fisheries

Division and Women's

Economic Dev't

Frogramnie
. Delivers services to the

agro-community

Potential

Simultaneously cons. & sust,
manage tropical forest resources
and raise forest coriumunities'

socio-economic status

2
3

Results of trials

offbrestry species
over the years
available

entrepreneurial, marketing and reclmicalsldlls
foga"g fish conservation, local fruit tree culture, plantation crops and product

development from local produce

Involvement

o Executing Agency
. provide

GIS services

(established GIS
Unit), Education
and Awareness

courses and

technical assistance

on forestry species
. Influence high
. Importance high

All objective is to deve!00 the
sinollholder sector

Pre-Project inputs
(financial and
experience)

Representation*

Experienced in
building capacity2
and implementing
CDPs3

. Implement Pre-
Project

. Influence high

. Importance high

V(2)
S (2)

. Capacity building
and partnering in
CDPs

. influence low

. Importance high

V(4)
S (4)

Nil



Stakeholder

SFC

. State-owned agency

. Enforces forestry
and forestry related
legislation

Characteristics

MUDT

. State Government

ministry
. introduces and manages

ecotourism destinations

Problems, needs, interest

L&S

Raise profile on coriumunity
forestry initiatives

. State Goverinnent

deparinient
. Administers and

manages land

to increase local comint, nines '

gildihe nativepeqp!e ^. quality
of In^ mm throwgh economic
benefits offoilyism gilds, 4st.
use of?lainro/ yesot, rces,
biodiversity and heritage (an
objective)

Limbang
Division

Resident's Office

O\
^

Has developed
and mus Park

Guide Training and
Licensing System

Potential

State Goverrnnent agency

Investigate a"d register rights
to land (stated responsibility)

Experienced
in homestay
development

Involvement

. Assist train guides

. Influence &

importance low

Plans, coordinates, implements
and monitors development
projects to improve the people's
well-being

. Collaborate to

implement CDPs
. influence &

importance low

Representation*

Custodian

of cadastral

infonnation

S (3)

. Assist local

coriumunities

establish location

of pre-1958 ternuda
0<CR lands)

. Influence high

. Importance low

Infonnation on

future developments
in the division

Nil

. inform

coriumunities of

changes planned
for their area

. influence &

importance low

Nil

Nil



O\
I\> Stakeholder

Limbang District
Office

. State Govennnent office

. Plays role in the
district's development,
administration, legal and
statutory functions and'
finance

Characteristics

SPU

. State Govenrrnent

agency
. Raises conimunities'

SOCiO. econormc

standards

. Preserves, maintains and
sustains areas for the
future

Problems, needs, interest

SBC

. State Government

agency
. Helps columnnities

document their

traditional use of plants
. Drug etc. discovery
o IPR

NTCC

KGsumhanjaya
Polis Satawak

Potential

Drainage and
irrigation Dept.

4

Federal Goven^nent

depamnent

Traditional kilowledge
documentation

Forest Certification or Plantation Management Certification

Involvement

. Influence low

. Importance low

. Meeting international
standards for timber

production
. Certification issues4

Representation*

Security

o influence low

. Importance low

Flood protection

Nil

Can help license
holders with FMU/
Planted Forest
certification

. Influence low

. Importance low

S (1)

. Influence low

. Importance low

. Influence low

o importance low
. Influence low

. Importance low

S (1)

Unable to attend

S (1)

Nil



Stakeholder

Public Works

Department

ME\ins Adat
1stiadat

Sarawak Timber

Association

Characteristics

Ministry of
Environment &

Public Health

State Government body

Sarawak

Museum

Departinent

Federal Govenrrnent

ministry

Problems, needs, interest

Road maintenance

. State Government

departtnent
. Functions and

responsibilities enshrined
in the Satawak Cultural

Heritage Ordinance,
1993

Indigenous connnunities'
customary law

Rural District

Council

Has funded corium unity forest
projects

Mission includes integrated
management of natural
resources and conservation of

biological diversity

State Govenrrnent

O\
IP

Potential

5

To collect, conserve, preserve
and display the cultural and
natural hetitage of the State. ..

In various towns including Kpg Pundut near Limbang

Involvement

. Influence low

. Importance low

. Influence low

. Importance low
, Influence low

. Importance low

Representation*

. Influence low

. Importance low

Nil

. Influence low

. Importance low

Nil

Not invited

Not invited

. Influence low

. importance low

Not invited

Not invited



O\
.I>. Tertiary stakeholders

(not directly involved or affected by the Pre-Project but with the ability to influence opinion for or against it)

Stakeholder

Long Napir
coininuiiity
members living
elsewhere4

Characteristics

. Run businesses, earn cash

. Not on board on efforts to
raise economic status of

Long Napir conununity

Local politicians

SIB Long Napir/
Kpg Banagia

. re Hasbi Habibollah

my)
. YB Paulus Palu Gumbang

(State Legislative
Assembly Member)

Problems, needs, interest

Maintain ties with, and raise
economic status of the Long
Napir coriumunity

Visitors

Church

Consumers

ECotourists, hunters, sport
fishennen

Represent constituents

Tomst

associations

Potential

Inputs (experience,
advice, money etc. )

In Limbang, Satawak and
Bandar Sen Begawan,
Brunei

. Attractive, well-run tourism
products (Tagang, homestay,
guiding, trel:Icing, organic
food, retreat, handicrafts,
agricultural products) etc.

. Hunting in the area is illegal
for outsiders

Involvement

May have :
o grants to disburse
. opportunity to

source funds

. Participate in
stake"holder

dialogues
. Influence &

importance may
be significant

Adequate supplies offish,
vegetables, fruits and possibly
farmed game

Representation*

. May be
supportive

. Influence

unknown

. Importance low

Attractive, well-mm tourism
products

Spend money on
ecotoorism products

S (8)

. Influence high

. Importance high

Support cash
economy

Not invited

. influence low

. Importance high

Not invited

Influence and

importance may be
significant
. influence low

. importance low

Not invited

Not invited

Not invited



Stakeholder

NGOs

Sabah-Sarawak

Gas Pipeline

Bukit Mas Co.

Son Bhd

Characteristics

* No of persons aimnding Village 07) & State (S) level Workshops

Company

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Business (Jukut Quarry)

DoA

DID

ERR

JKKK

JKR

KK

L&S

Problems* needs, interest

Indigenous people and forest
resources in the area

Survey begun Sept, 2008

Department of Agriculture, Sarawak
Department of Drainage andlrrigation, Sarawak
Intellectual Property Rights
Village Development and Safety Committee
Departrnent of Public Works, Sarawak
Kerna Kampong (Community Head)
Land and Survey Depathnent, Sarawak

O\
qJl

Potential

May provide stone
to repair road

Involvement

. Influence low

. Importance low

. Influence low

. Importance low

LPF

MP

MUDT

NTCC

NTFP

NGO

SIB

SBC

SFC

SFD

SEM

SPU

STA

. Influence low

. Importance low

Representation*

Not invited

Licence for Planted Forest
Member of Parliament

Ministry of Urban Dev't and Tourism, Sarawak
National Timber Certification Council

Non-timber forest product
Non-governmental organization'
Sidang injil Borneo (local church)
Sarawak Biodiversity Centre
Satawak Forestry Corporation
Sarawak Forest Department
Sustainable Forest Management
State Planning Unit
Sarawak Timber Association

Not invited

Nil



ANNEX 2: (Tables 13)

Table I: Most important problems facing the indigenous people in order of
priority

Priority*

I, I, I, I, 3,
4,4

I, 2,2,3.6

Poor communications (phone out of order) and transportation difficult
because of remote location and poor condition of access road, so difficult to
do business

2

Few business or work opportunities, no sustainable cash economy, so poor
economic Tennis to the community yet goods are expensive

2,3

Difficult to market agriculnuralproduce

2,3,4

Shortage of land suitable for wet padi so hill padi (which requires harder
work and gives poorer returns) is cultivated

2.3,6,7

Problem

Water supply unreliable (dries up in dry season); electricity supply dependent
on fuel supplied by timber company

2,8,9

Logging causes river pollution and results in fewer animals/fish and
difficulties obtaining food from the forest and rivers

3

Outsiders enter the area to hunt with sophisticated weapons and fish using
illegal methods (fish poison and electric Gunent)

4.5

4,9

Food supply depends on wild produce and is insufficient

Urban Interation

5

Wild animals fewer as many fruit trees have been fbUed

5

Few education facilities (books, scholarships etc)

5

1.10 clinic

6

Penan not coriumitted to attend school

7

* as identified by the various stakeholders; I is highest priority

Penan community mobile, difficult for government to provide services

8

Poor marketing skills

Timber licensee operating in the area does not give much assistance
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Table 2 : Most importamt forest resources in order of priority and problems
facing each

Priority*

I, 2,2,3

I, 2.2,3.4

Wild game (wild boar,
sambar deer, barking
deer, mousedeer)

Resource

I, 4,5,5,5

Fish (including Semah)

2,3,4

Timber (belian, kapur,
meranti, salangan bam)
for boats, building etc

2,5,5

Logging, Illegal hunting

Nature

Sago palm; sago starch

I, 4

Sedimentation, over
fishing, illegal fishing,
logging

Wild fruit trees

Problem

2,2

NTPP (IPOh, Menggris,
Rotan, Buah kara)

3.4

Logging

Wild vegetables

Scope

3.4

Widespread

Rattans, bamboo

Over-harvesting

4,6

Logging, over-
harvesting

Water

Severity

Widespread

Traditional medicines

(Tongkat aji, Akar
penawar)

Serious

5

Logging

Herbs

6

* as identified by the various stakeholders; I is highest priority

Logging, over
harvesting

Serious

Soil

6

Widespread

Salt spring

Polluted by logging

Widespread

Firewood

Serious

Logging

Serious

Logging causes erosion

Widespread

Logging

Widespread

Over-harvesting

Serious

Widespread

Serious

Widespread

Widespread

Serious

Serious
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Strategy # 5: Produce a catchinent use/management zones map and management
plan (built-up area, land used for agricultural use (wet and hill path, orchards, rubber
gardens etc. ), potential Coinmunity Development Project areas, conservation areas
for water catchinents, river protection, salt licks (STA sponsored conservation?)
enriched by treeplantingandHighConservationValueForest(HCVF) andwildemess
zones unsuitable for forestry activities.

Prepare a proposal to gazette an area as Colornunal Forest or Forest Reserve.

A short-tomm strategy carried out by ITTO experts with input from catchment
stakeholders through desk study, ground surveys and inventories and mapping to be
implemented after implementation of Strategies #I and #2

Strategy # 6: Develop a Conrrnunity Wildlife Conservation and Management
Plan for the catchrnent based on a comprehensive study of hunting practices and
the status of wild game species (who hunts, what, where, why? etc) and to include
recommendations for sustainable hunting practices (closed e. g. mating season,
financial compensation for local population for conservation OPPortiimty costs and
rights to exploit natural resources in eXchange for taking responsibility for conserving
them).

A short-term strategy carried out by ITTO wildlife experts and stakeholders through
Investigations, inventories and multi-stakeholder conservation and management plan
development team after implementation of Strategies #I and #2

Strategy # 7: Coriumunity Development Projects:
o Farmer with local communities to develop a Tagang system to restore local fish

resources and as a potential ecotourtsm resource I Construct, stock and operate
flowing water fish ponds to rear local, high-value species

. Develop pilot projects to raise novel agricultural and forestry crops (e. g.
sago, fruit trees, gallaru, tongl:at an, rattans including rotan sega, origkabang,
timber tree seedlings e. g. meranti for reforestation, vanilla, jatropha, pepper,
new rubber clones for latex & timber) and to develop and market products
from them to address need for NTFPs (IPOh, rattans etc) for local use, for
sale to generate income or as a ecotourism resource. Establish guidelines for
site selection and site-species matching. Take account of steep, erosion prone
topography (so establishment without clear-felling) that is difficult to access
for maintenance and harvesting, low fertility etc. Crop establishment must
involve identification of special conservation practices (tree establishment
under an existing forest canopy, without clear-felling or soil dishrrbance).
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. Identify and develop ecotourism products q10mestay, jungle tre}clcing, guiding,
handicrafts, cornmunity garden/arboretum for fruit tree and herbal plant species,
culture and history, wildlife sighting, traditional knowledge (documented with
SBC) Train tourist guides - implemented with Ministry of Tourism

. Animal husbandry (chicken, ducks, pigs, deer etc)

. Maintain and plant wild fruit trees (durian), plant tapioca to ' attract wildlife
back

A long-tenn strategy co-implemented by experts from ITTO and from the
stakeholders and partnered by agencies that can assist with product development
and marketing. To be carried out from the outset of the Project through desk studies,
consultations, ground surveys, capacity building, study tours (to various successful
coriumunity forest enterprises in Sarawak to examine aspects such as resources on
which enterprises are based, sources of funding, status of land and resources in
different projects, how communities work together to achieve successful enterprises,
marketing aspects, project management etc. ) and plot establishment.

Strategy # 8: Farmer with LPF holder in joint initiatives to maximise SPFM of the
licensed areaincluding:

. detemnine and designate High Conservation Value Forest in LPF areas

. investigate pertonnance of local fast-growing secondary species that can grow
on the catchment's steep terrain and poor soils without the need to clear fell and
cut soil

. investigate the potential for elmchment planting with good timber species in
areas where stocks are still available and soil conditions and forest cover are still
good

. contribute to a Plan for Plantation Management Certification

. assist develop a Mou between the company and SFD to make a compromise
between the company's business goals and the communities' needs

A long-terni strategy to be carried out by ITTO Experts and catchment stakeholders
through consultations, surveys* plot establishment and recording throughout the
Project
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LITERATURE REV^W ON COT^^^InnlTFY-BASEDll;'OREST
I^^ANAGEMENT

SUMlvlARY

A review of literature on community-based forest management in the region, with
particular emphasis on activities in Sarawak, involved library searches, web searches
and networking. Accepted constraints to people's participation in forestry (all of
which must be overcome for coriumunity forestry to succeed) as well as factors that
underlay the success of the BOJBP, a community forestry organisation in Onssa,
India, were uncovered. in Borneo differences in how comumunity forestry is pertonned
and perlomis can be traced in particular to differences in land status and ownership
in different nations and states. The imperative of involving all stakeholders in park
management was demonstrated in the case of the 1.3 million ha Kayan Meritarang
National Park, the first national park in Indonesia to receive formal recognition from
the Ministry of Forestry as a collaborativeIy managed park. Achievement of greater
seoulty of tenure for a local community in Sabah in order to tap the potential for
securing spaces for biodiversity was not only complicated but required expectations
of the local community's coriumitment to conservation be modified. in Sarawak the
success of community forestry activities was seen as ultimately dependent on the
cornmunity possessing (1) legal rights to forest produce and/or (ii) securtty of land
tenure. initiative taken by the community (rather than imposed from outside) was
another factor linked to success.

K"th@rime Georgi"" re"ree

inTRODUCTION

A review of literature on coriumunity"based forest management was a Pre"Project
Activity included under Output 3113 cons"nation with stakeholders, ofective stro!e^?
to address the problems fomzt, /ated based on socio-economic grid biophysicol
conditio"s of the catchme, ?t area with r, ;/'ergizce to lessons 18Qr, led by other
countries in community-based forest management. The main theme of the work
undertaken was to source examples of community-based forest management and
analyses thereof. Tannale et o1. (1995) looked at technologies related to participatory
forestry in tropical and subtropical~countries while Byton (2001) investigated keys
to smallholder forestry in developing countries in the tropics. (2007) Momar at at.
have reported on the status and potential of community-based forest enterprises in
tropical countries and covered 20 case studies of conilrimiity forestry enterprises.
No attempt has so far been made to collect and analyse infonnation on community-
based forestry for Sarawak.
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APPLIED METHODOLOGY

Possible options for sourcing literature on coriumunity-based forest management are
library searches, web searches and networking, These methods were applied in this
literature review. Literature reviewed was chiefly from Sarawak for two reasons: (i)
the basic constraints to successful conmiunity forestry in the tropics are already well
understood (Tamale at o1.1995, Byron 2001) and (ii) land status and ownership are
central aspects to community-based forest management and under the Constitution of
the Malaysian Federation land and forests are State matters, resulting in distinct legal
frameworks for how land is handled in the Peninsular States, Sabah and Sarawak (let
alone other nations).

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Community forestry is a forest management model whereby forest coinmunities and
forest management authorities share the responsibility for managing forest areas in
a 'win-win' scenario, Cornrriunities are Ginpowered to improve their livelihood by
sustainable use of forest resources and at the same time help conserve and protect
the forest. Cooke (2006) points out that community desire for conservation is, first
and foremost, fuelled by the potential for generating income and that benefits to
stakeholders are importantincentives for conservation to be successful and also notes
how participatory development, although originating as a critique of the 'top down'
development approach, still tended to emphasise coinmunity participation in the
implementation, rather than the design of projects. Eghenter (2006a), in support of
localised conservation agendas, reconnnends recognition that definitive and precise
entitlements are probably more useful for communicating boundaries to outsiders
and discriminating between adot' and non-addt people (users and outsiders) than
they are as criteria for management of the conservation area. Michon 81u1, (1998),
in discussing different models of NTFP production, note that indigenous models
that start from the transfer of selected forest species to agricultural land, and rely
on processes that replicate forest patterns and sumctores in these lands so that their
ecological, cultoral and socio-economic replication of forest simctores and features
allows an optimum combination between production and conservation functions and
maintains a continuity with local representation and knowledge systems evolved
from fonner forest traditions.

Tamale at a!., (1995) identified factors that constrain people's participation in
forestry as:
. Lack of land tenure security
. Lack of control over forest resources

6 CUSIomary law
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. Lack of secure or reliable markets and suitable pricing policies

. Lack of appropriate technologies

o Long rotation periods

. Competition with other land uses for land, labour and capital

. Bureaucratic adamancy

. Weak local institutional capacity.

Byron (2001) itemizes four Impediments to farm forestry he considers remarkably
universal:

. Secure property rights to land and tree crops

. A viable production technology

. Capacity for crop protection; and

. Adequate markets.

Byron notes that widespread tree planting is unlikely to occur if all of these
impediments are not simultaneously overcome. He points out that secwity of tenure
becamewidelyrecognisedasacriticalconstraintintheearly1980sandmaytakemany
forms; perceptions of secority may bear no relationship to the legal status of the land;
a viable production technology (such as a new species, provenance or more effective
fertiliser regime) may be an important breakthrough but technological improvement
will not help farm forestry to be adopted unless the other three impediments have
been overcome; crop protection capability against biological toests and diseases)
and climatic risks (lire* drought etc, ) is necessary for a crop to survive to maturity
and market structure and access is necessary as farmers have to have strong* CTedible
signals that buyers will purchase the products in order to confidently grow a long-
term cash-crop. ByTon describes how the Center for International Forestry Research
(CIFOR) and the international Development Research Centre of Canada (inRC)
have been documenting and assisting with smallholder plantations of bamboo,
eucalypts and Chinese Fir on degraded lands in Southern China, and that it has been
consistently shown, across an enonnous diversity of social, economic and ecological
conditions, that wherever these four conditions are met farmers are already active
in tree planting and management and where the limiting factor that people perceive
as reducing the potential viahinty of tree-farming can be isolated and redressed,
smallholder forestry rapidly emerged.

Human and Pattanaik (2000) describe in detail the story of an organization Friends
of frees and Living Beings (BOJBP) located in india in the poverty-stricken state
of Onssa. Natural resources, including forests, have undergone much exploitation
in this state. The hills around Kesh. am or, where the BOJBP movement started in
the early 1980s, have been reforested through the efforts of BOJBP. The movement
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had grown to encompass more than 300 villages by the early 1990s. Human and
Pattanaik identified the eight elements that gave rise to BOJBP's success, as:

. High quality leadership

. Villagers pulling together

. Benefits for all

. Whirling friends and resolving disputes internally

. Working with and tlirough children as legitimate and highly effective agents for
change

. Spreading a 'green culture' and tapping into a 'green spirituality'

. Making links with external institutions, and

. The significance of Joint Forest Management, a new framework which raised
questions about the rights of local conrrnunities over forests

The authors describe various 'lessons learned' by forest-dependent coinmunities:

. Such cornmunities themselves have the capacity to undertake forest regeneration,
protection and management without assistance or intervention from the Forest
Doparinient (and can do it more cheaply, relying on voluntary labour).

. They have, with exceptions, been able to address conflicts within and between
villages without recourse to external mediation.

. They have developed effective strategies to raise people's awareness of forest
conservation and environmental protection and to establish and support new
connnunity forest-protection organizations and to network with them.

. They have learnt from best practice and developed new ways for working.

. They have developed better policy analysis and appropriate advocacy
responses.

The Kayan Meritarang area lies in East Kanmantan Province, Indonesian Borneo, on
the border with Sabah and Satawak, Malaysia. Local people have been living in and
around the area for hundreds of years and have traditionally had charge of managing
natural resources and social affairs in the area. Topp and Eghenter (2005) describe
how the local people have come to be fonnally involved in the area s management
through the WWF hadonesia Kayan Mentorang Project, an Integrated Conservation
and Development Project begun in 1990. This Project reconnnended in 1994 that
the area's status be changed from Namre Reserve (where the only human activities
pennitted were scientific and research activities) to National Park, in order to ensure
conservation of the area's biological diversity while at the same time meet the social
and economic needs of the local people, in 1996 the aTea s status was changed to
Kayan Meritarang National Park (KMNP) by decree of the Government of Indonesia,
allowing for conservation and development to be integrated and enabling the park
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to be zoned to secure protection, subsistence activities and sustainable economic
development.

The first phase of the Kayan Meritarang Project (1996-2000) successfully facilitated
development of a long-term management plan for the sustainable and collaborative
management of the 1.3 in ha Kl^^inP by involving all the area's stakeholders,
including local con^nunities in the eleven Customary Land Areas, the Local District
GovernmentsofMalinauandNunukan, the Provincial GovenunentofEastKalimantan
and the Ministry of Forestry's Forest Protection and Nature Conservation (pHKA).
This helped reduce confusion on responsibilities and potential conflict between
different interests (local communities, local government and central government).

The Project's second phase (2000-2006) saw the Management Plan begin to be
implemented. The Project's main challenge, to put in place the collaborative
management structures and institutions, was not completely achieved during the
Project's ten years, partly because Indonesia was facing a time of transition during
which some major political and administrative changes took place, includin
decentralisation and regional autonomy, However, during this phase the Pm^
did assign counterpart staff to jointly implement the early stages of collaborative
management activities together with local stakeholders. This involved capacity
building for park institutions. The Alliance of the Indigenous People of the Ka an
Meritarang National Park orolvl^!IA), a nationally and internationally recognised
organisation comprising a number of sub-GIImic groups with the coriumon wish
to create a stronger voice for communities in the management of KMNP and for
the respect of communities' rigl, ^ts, was established in 2000. FOMMA coordinated
consultation meetings to redraw KMNP 's external boundary. Other activities involved
were coriumunity Ginpowennent, participatory land use planning, infrasimctore
development, environmental education and awareness, biodiversity surveys and
design of park monitoring.

The KMNP is now the first national park in hidonesia to receive fomnal reco ition
from the Ministry of Forestry as a conaboratively managed park. However, the
Director General of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation himself points out
(Topp and Eghenter 2005), that without definitive park management institutions real
collaborative management activities cannot be effectiveIy implemented the way all
stakeholders expect. KmlP's Park Policy Board, established in 2002, proposed to
the Ministry of Forestry that the Park Management Institution be established but this
has yet to happen as all stakeholders have not yet achieved a common vision and
understanding for it. The provincial section of the NatoralResource Agency of Pm^
in East Kanmantan (BKSDA) has been temporarily assigned to fullil the functions
of the management body. Eghenter (2006b) notes that all the problems regarding
namral resource management cannot be addressed unless all stakeholders are equally
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and equitably involved, which implies building partnerships and strengthening the
constituencies upon which the legitimacy of partnerships is based.

Vaz (2006) led a project in the East Malaysian state of Sabah to advocate for the
conservation of montane forest in the biologically significant Ulu Padas headwaters
in the state's southwest, working closely with the area's Luridayeh coinmunity. The
intervention was intended to tap the potential for secoring spaces for biodiversity
by seeking greater security of tenure for local residents. Field experience showed
just how complicated achievement of such an objective is, and the need to modify
expectations of the local community's conrrniiment to conservation. Van concluded
that the most agreeable solution (to different parties' claims to forest and resources)
is that each party should acknowledge the interests of the others in order to come to
a synergistic solution.

Penan communities at Niah and a Berawan connnunity at Loagan Bunut have had
long-standing rights to harvest edible swiftlets' nests from the limestone caves and
fish from the seasonal lake (under the Berawan traditional fishing regulation, 1969)
respectively. Arange of community-based forest management activities has recently
been carried out in Sarawak (Annex), starting with a five-year agroforestry project
initiated by Sarawak Forest Department in 1985. The Kenyah residents of Urna
Bawang, Min Division, began a reforestation project in 1992, which has received
several awards and was still receiving funding in 2006. In 2002 a timber contractor
began a project to plant Engkabang iantimg (for timber and illipe nuts) in a Forest
Management Unit in Bintulu Division. The Long Semiyang Community Reforestation
Projectcarried outwith apenan connnunityinUpperBaram, beganin2003, fonowed
by an Arabica Coffee Planting Project in the same area in 2005, Other activities in
Satawak include eight community forestry projects that communities have planned,
designed andimplementedbythemselves to improve theirsocio-economicconditions
while conserving the surrounding forest areas, supported by, and with guidance
from the Small Grants Programme for Promotion of Tropical Forests (SGP PTF7')
Malaysia and various govenitnent departments and agencies. The projects included
eco-tourism, agro-forestry and reforestation as well as initiatives to revitalise and
document indigenous and traditional culture and knowledge. Reporting on outcomes
was not available.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The 'win-win' coinmunity forestry scenario hams out to be less straightforward than
presumed, for SOCio-econorntc, administrative and ecological reasons. Cooke (2006)

7 SGP PTF is a regional initiative, funded by the European Commission, implemented by the United Nations
Development Frog'alume roanP) and executed tmugli the SEAMEO Regional Centre for Graduate Study and
Research in Agricultore. SGP PTF aims to promote the concept of community forestry as a means to achieve
sustainable forest management that is supportive of community livelihood and empowennent
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points out how incentives are important for conservation to be successful. Van (2006)
showed the need to modify expectations of the local coriumunity's cornimtrnent
to conservation. Cooke (2006) notes how coriumiimty participation tended to be
emphasised at project implementation rather than design phase. Eghenter (2006a),
points out the need to recognise that definitive and precise entitlements (to land)
are probably more useful for coriumunicating boundaries to outsiders than they
are as criteria for management of the conservation area. Eghenter (2006b) notes
the importance of all stakeholders being equally and equitably involved. MIChon
at o1. (1998) suggest that indigenous models that rely o11 processes that replicate
forest patterns and structures in these lands allow an optimum combination between
production and conservation functions.

The Kayan Meritarang area in East Kanmantan, hidonesia, showcases a model of
community forest management. Allareawithbothintrinsic archaeological, ecological
and biodiversity worth and a tradition of management by local communities has,
with NGO assistance, achieved protected area status and the fonnally recognised
involvement of local communities (Ginpowered by capacity building) in- its
collaborative management, The need for all the area's stakeholders to share a
common vision for the area and a definitive park management institution is yet to be
achieved.

The results of the literature survey on coinmuinty forestry activities in Sarawak
indicate the wide range of mittiatives tried and that the outcome of coriumunity
forestry activities ultimately depends on whether the cornmunity possesses (1) legal
rights to forest produce and/or (ii) secority of land tenure.

Thus, three models of cornmunity forestry are identified for Sarawak:

Model l : Communities successfully exercise legally-recognised rights to forest
produce within the protected area context. TIT Satawak cornmunities at
Niah have had long-standing rights to harvest edible swiftlets' nests from
the limestone caves. At Loagan Bunut the Betawan traditional fishing
regulation dates back to 1969. These two groups have been porniitted

\ to continue to exercise their rights after the two areas were designated
national parks. At Niah coriumiuxities have been assisted to achieve
sustainable harvesting of edible birds ' nests.

Model2: Communities establish forestry activities on Native Customary Rights
0'1CR)land (orlandtlieywish to establish as such). ByTon (2001) notes
the need for secure property rights to land and tree crops if widespread tree
planting is to occur. This provides the incentive to carry out community
forestry activities such as reforestation even though timber tree rotation
ages may be more than 20 years, An example of this model is the Urna

\
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Bawang project which has been running for 17 years, with 39,000 trees
replanted and diversification into ecotourism and homestay. The fact
that the Urna Bawang Residents' Association itself took the initiative to
initiate and run the project may be another reason for its. sustainability.

Model3 : Communities are helped to establish community forestry projects
on land to which they have ino rights. Projects of this type do not
appear to be viable in Sarawak, even though coriumunities may have been
given assistance and their Tights to harvests (timber, fruits etc. ) that will
accrue has been fonmally established. In the Allap-Muput project only
26 ha of Engkabai}g iantung were planted, Coinmitinent to both the
Long Semiyang Community Reforestation Project and the subsequent
Long Semiyang Arabica Coffee Planting Project appears to have been
poor. It was reported that Coriumunity Reforestation Project participants
could only plant outside their annual schedule of activities for hill paddy
cultivation and were said to be not fully coriumitted as they were not paid
any wages for the activities while only 4 ha of coffee was established
through the Arabica Coffee Planting Project. Even though the issue of
the benefits to be derived by the local community from the projects was
addressed through Mous in both cases the Mou also stated that the land
ownership status of the proposed area lies with the State of Sarawak.
Four of the factors that constrain people's participation in forestry noted
by Tamale et o1. (2000) are presumably involved: lack of land tenure
security, competition with other land uses for land, labour and capital,
lack of secure or reliable markets and suitable pricing policies and in the
case of reforestation, long rotation periods,

CONCLUSIONS

I . The basic constraints to the success of coinmunity forestry in the tropics are
already well understood.

2. Local communities who have traditionally managed an area can be an vital
element in its collective management (by all stakeholders) if given the necessary

3. The success of community forestry projects in Satawak appears to be predicated
either on long-established rights to specific items of forest produce or on secority
of land tenure,

4. Community forestry activity success and sustainability in Sarawak may be
linked to the initiative to introduce and implement activities coining from the
community itself rather than being imposed from outside.

assistance
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RECO^musNDATIONS

Community-based forestry models have been shown to be highly specific to the
nation or state where they were developed, in respect of its landlaws and governance.
Thus due consideration must be given to such issues in application of such models
to a different location.

Future work to be undertaken on the theme would encompass:

. detailed investigations of reasons for the success of the most successful examples
of community~based forest management in Sarawak, in particular an in-depth
study of the reasons why the Urna Bawang project has been so successful

. Follow-up of the outcomes of recently established community-based forest
management,

INIFLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The practical significance of the results is that community-based forestry projects
planned for the Pre-Project area need to take into account:
. the known basic constraints to the success of coriumunity forestry in the tropics

. the need to get consensus from all stakeholders in an area, buildlocalcoinmunities'
capacities and give formal recognition to their involvement in coinmunity-based
forestry

. the need to establish secority of tenure for land conmiunities use for coriumunity-
based forestry activities

. the need for the communities themselves to take the initiative to implement
community forestry activities
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I. Niah Great Cave edible birds' nests industry (historical times to present)

Community: Penan license holders, their nominees and birds' nest traders
Location: The Niah Great Cave, Min Division, Sarawak
Lead organization: The Danida Sun, PI Project (Support for Wildlife
Masterplanlmplementation through improved management of totally protected
areas) (2001-2003) included assistance to develop a co-management plan for
the Birds' Nest Industry and put in place conservation measures to protect the
Swiftlet population
Objective: Sustainable livelihood for the community
Date started: The edible birds' nest industry goes back centuries, Deeds to
establish ownership of birds' nest rights were issued after publication of Notice
No. 37 (regarding the registering of Birds' nest caves in the Baram, Niah and
SuaiRivers)in the Sarawak Gazette till905. The Edible Birds'}!OSt Ordinance,
1940 (and the Miscellaneous Licenses Ordinance, 1963) formalised traditional
birds' nest rights.
Nature of project: To address problems that arise from the illegal activities and
corruption that be set the birds' nest industry; to reduce threats to the survival of
the swiftlet populations.
Area:

Outcome/current status: The DAMDNSWMPI Project put conservation
measures in place, Many of the issues have now been resolved and a closed
season for nest collection has been mutually agreed by stakeholders so that the
swiftlets can breed.

Funding: DANroA and Govennnent of Malaysia
Notes: TheNialiGreatCavewasincludedinNiahNationalParkinanamendment
to the Park constitution gazetted in 1994.
Reported in: DANroNSWMPIProject documents (unpublished).

2. Loagam Bun"t traditional fishing by selamba" (1969 to present)

ANNEX

Community: Berawan
Location: Loagan Bunut National Park, Min Division, Sarawak
Lead organisation: Fisheries Management Committee (under the Special Park
Coriumittee)
Objective: Oversee fishing activities in Loagan Bunut
Date started: 1969 (with setting up of the Fishery Regulation and Management
Committee by the Berawan fishennen to regulate the fishery in Loagan
Bunut)
Nature of project: Fishing using the SGIambau (a scoop fishing implement)
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has been a traditional econorrtic activity at Loagan Bunut. In 2007 the revised
and modified Berawan traditional fishing regulation of 1969 was ofii. clany
endorsed. The Final Proclamation to constitute the Loagan Bunut National
Park, published in 1991, specifies that privileges, including the right to fish
in the lake (under certain conditions) are only granted to the inhabitants of a
particular named longhouse of Berawan descent.
Area: Longan Bunut, when fully flooded, is 650 ha.
Outcome/current status: Cartent resource use activities suggest that the
privileges granted may now have been exploited to the point that resource
sustainability is threatened. Some commercial fishing is now practised in the
lake.

Reported by: Loagan Bunut National Park Management Plan, Peat Swamp
Forest Project, UNDP/GEF Funded onAL/991G31), Forest Department
Sarawak

3. Sabal Pint Agroforestry Project (1985 - 1990)

Coriumunities: Six communities (116 families), all than except Sabal Tapang
(than/Chinese)
Location: Sabal, Sri Am an Division
Lead organisation: Reforestation Unit, Satawak Forest Dopantnent
Objective: Broadly to reduce shifting cultivation within the Forest Reserve and
help raise the standard of living of people living adjacent to, and encroaching
on the Forest Reserve

Date started: (1985 - discussions; 1987 on the gi'ound, ended in 1990. )
Nature of projects: Cattle grazing (breeding herd)/Acacia inarigi"in integrated
projectandsevenothermajorprojectsincludingcocoa/durian, fishpond/chicken
rearing, goat raising and raising Sambar deer in a semi-natural environment
(fenced-in high forest).
Outcomes/current status:

. A model for implementing agroforestry projects across the State

. A noticeable improvement in the standard of living of participating rural
people.

Funding: > RM 500,000 sincelate 1987 to end of 1989 (mostly wages, contract
payments, seedlings, fertilisers etc).
Reported by: 0. R. Morningstar and N. M. Knight.

4. Community Logging in the Buffer Zone of GIIn"rig Falung National Park
(1995 - 1998)

Coinmunity: Local illegal loggers currently active in Gunung Falung National
Park
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Location: Kabupaten KGtapang, West Kanmantan
Partners: Harvard University Laboratory of Tropical Forest Ecology (LTEE),
Goverirrnent of Indonesia, Ministry of Forestry, Local Coriumunity Groups
Objective: To provide alternative employment OPPorrunities to local vinagers
outside the 90,000 ha Gunung Falung National Park (GPNP), home to a vast
diversity of plants and animals.
Date started: 1995

Nature of project: A pilot project for collmiunity-based management of a sawn
timber production enterprise in a buffer zone adjacent to GPNP, which is
threatened by villagers in search of high value timber which can be marketed,
albeit illegalIy, to nearby sawrniUs.
Area: 8,000 ha
Outcome/current status: N/A

Funding: Biodiversity Conservation Network $547,560
Reported by: Worldwildlife website

5. Urna Bawang (1992)

Coinmunity: Kayan
Location: Urna Bawang, Baram, Min Division
Lead organisation: Urna Bawang Residents' Association
Objective: Reforestation
Date started: 1992

Nature of the project: Replanting trees
Outcome/current status: over 39,000 trees replanted so far andproject diversified
into ecotoorism and homestays.
Funding: UN Equator Initiative Prize, Slow Food Award 2002, Conde Naste
Traveler Prize 1998, EC UNDP SGP PTF and corporate donations
Contact person: 10k Iau Evong

6. Ariap-Muput (2002 - 2006)

Community: than
Location: A forest management unit in the upper Allap River, Bintulu Division.
Lead organisation: Zedtee Sth. Bhd, appointed the main contractor for the EMU
at the Forest Timber Licensed Area of T/4317 issued to Shin Yang Trading Sth.
Bhd.

Objective: A situation analysis concluded that to meaningfulIy improve the
well-being of shifting cultivators, provide them with income- and employment-
generating projects.
Date started: 2002

Nature of the project: Maintenance and clearing by longhouse community of
Engkabang ianttmg plantation established by SFD Research and Silviculture
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Unit Area: Approx. 26 ha
Outcomes/Gunent status, funding: N/A
Reported in: Final Technical Report. ITTO Project FD 12/99 Rev. 4(F) Model
Forest Management Area (^^IFMA) - Phase 1/1.2007.

7. Long Semiyamg Community Reforestation Project (free Planting
Programme) (2003-2005)

Community: Penan
Location: AkarAJpper Baram, Mixi Division
Lead organisation: Samling
Objective: Community reforestation based on the principleofself-help, to benefit
all parties and as a model for partnerships towards successful rehabilitation of
non-productive ex~shifting agricultural lands throughout Sarawak.
Date started: Mou signed and planting completed in 2005
Nature of the project: Planting commercial indigenous tree species 0116ranti,
Sentang, Engkabang, Kapur, KGruing and Nyatoh) by local coininuulties on
areas fonnerly cleared for shifting agriculture. The kampung shall enjoy the
commercial value of the matere trees by selling the timber to Samling. Royalties
subject to SFC's requirements. The land ownership status of the proposed area
lies with the State of Sarawak.
Area: 68 hectares

Outcomes/current status: Trial planting of 50 ha, c. 3,727 seedlings. Planting
progressed slowly.
Participants:
. could only carry out planting outside their schedule of activities for hill

paddy cultivation (i. e. January to June each year)
. were not fully committed as they were not paid any wages for the planting

activities.

Funding/support
. Satawak Timber Association provided RM 45,000 q1. M 25,000 at

launching, RM 20,000 relmbursable to Samling). Sarirling can apply for
further financial assistance.

. SFC agreed that their nursery at the SFM Centre* Keresa Camp, would
provide seedlings foc and assistance implement and monitor the project to
ensure it meets proper reforestation standards.

. SFD and a kampongvehiclejointlyprovidedtransportation of seedlings to
the project site.

Reported by: K. C. Ling, Saniting Project Manager, Forest Management
Certification, Urn Baram.
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8. Long Semiyang Arabica Coffee Planting Project (2005)

Community: KenyalI of Long Semiyang (and Lio Mato and Lg Tungan)
Location: Near to SEM Centre, KGlesa, Upper Baram, Min Division
Lead organisation: Samling, Satawak Forestry Corporation, Satawak Timber
Association, Agriculture Deparim. Grit
Date started: July 2005
Natore of the project: Planting Arabica Coffee
. local communities to provide labour and transport, fill the pol^bags with

the genninated coffee seedlings from the nursery bed for transplanting,
transport the potted seedlings to the project site and plant the seedlings at
the project site

. An Mou states that the Headman (TK) of Lg. Senxiyang shall organize at
its cost: preparation of nursery beds with sufficient space to raise initially
20,000 coffee seedlings: potting of the poly-bags with planting medium
for the germinated seedlings; preparation of the planting area; maintenance
and fertilizer application per planting specifications.

. The commercial value of the coffee production shall be totally to the
economic benefit of the connnunities. The status of land ownership
regarding the proposed area remains with the State of Sarawak,

. Samling is willing to help set up a collection, processing and packaging
centre with the local community

. Initially the processed coffee may be absorbed by Samling for its camp
consumption.

Area: I 00 hectares approved 2005
Outcomes/current status:

. 4 ha planted by October 2005; no subsequent planting as of July 2006.

. A reforestation nursery and store have been established
Funding'support: Samling (technical expertise in the planting and upkeep in
cooperation with the Agriculture Department), Sarawak Forestry Corporation
(SFC), Sarawak Timber Association and Agriculture Department (to provide
inputs such as coffee seeds, fertilizers, weedicides, pesticides and farm tools)
Reported by: K. C. Ling, Samling Project Manager, Forest Management
Certification, {11u Baram,

Eight Sinam Grants Programme for Promotion of Tropical ^'orests
Coinmumity Forestry Projects in Sarawak @004-2007)

. Enabling Comint, "ity, ~Bosed EC0-7631rism (GBE7;) a! Krokong, Baa,
(14.4LMOA/05-002.1. Krokong Community Based ECototirism Project.
Begun Apti1 2005. Kpg Tnnggus, Krokong Clandicraft making,
documentation of local traditions, conservation of the local Pidea river)

9.
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. Community-bczsed nQtz, rol resource management gridpover^, reduction for
themdige?'01/8 community in Beingd Disirict, Saranok CIMLMOz!1106-010.1.
institutPribumiMalaysia (re'^^IAS), Min. (Conservation of indigenousherbs
and traditional medicines), in 2007 a project entitled 'Community initiatives
for biodiversity conservation through conarnunity-based forest eco-tomsm
in Belaga District, Satawak' was a recipient of a KimA-ABN A^, R. O Grant.

. Community-based management of resources grid the conservation of tropical
forests of the Penal? community, Salonc, k (:14.4LMOA/06-010. Sarawak
Penan Association, Min.

. Kgmpt!?zg Boko integrated tourism prqiect, Saranok (11L4, '11/104/06-012).
Persatuan Bot Penambang Taman Negara Bako, Bako, Kuching. (Key
objectives are to increase knowledge on forest management, improve
economy and protect the flora and fauna from extinction, provide business
OPPorLuntties and enhance tourism activities, and outputs include training
for coriumunity, increased income from tomsm, no further exploitation of
sumounding forests and balanced involvement between females and males)

. UBR, ,Ir<:/'orest"trollprqj'ecti" StingcziKel"on, UrnoBdw@rig, Boyom, Sarongk
(rumor0,4106-014). SababatAlam Malaysia, Marudi.

. Avilo. . A not",^pork (runMOA/06-01. ^). Landeh, Kuching, (a video)

. Comintinio?empowen"endorsz, stdinQblelivelihoodihrot, gh the conservation
of Kg. Boyar C, mint, ,?@IForest pumin4'01/106-0141. Menldn Bukar Sadong
Association (WEBUSA), Sungai Maorig Bazaar, Kuching, Aim: to reduce
hardcore poverty among forest-dependent indigenous cornmuntties by
strengthening the link between economic activities and sustainable forest use
and management, The cornmunity has been working to restore the 50 ha
forest and have also documented forest plants and planted marketable crops
such as coffee and bamboo. Part of the programine is to build a centre for the
collection and sale of handicrafts.

o Partic;pato?y o888ssmen! in community planning for mobilisation of local
resourcesfor sustainobili^? grid developme"t of interim guide/byfocilitotors
to implement community/byesti3? 0111^IL, 1104/'06-024.1. Building Indigenous
initiatives in Heritage, Sungai Maorig Bazaar, Kuching.
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10. Reforestation and strengthening of Penans jin Apoh Tutoh to secure food,
themhood and native land (2007-2010)

Cornmunity: Nomadic Penan
Location: Ba Puak, Apoh Tutoh, Middle Baram, Min Division
Lead organisation:
Objective: Reforestation and the cultivation of forest and food products to
secure food supply, provide livelihood alternatives and establish native
customary rights, capacity building on sustainable use and management
of forest resources, addressing threats that cause loss of forest and Native
Customary Rights land and strengthening coriumunity leaders to develop a
platfonn to collectively address their issues,
Date started: 2007

Nature of project: Thirteen nomadic Penan families in Ba Puak, Apoh
Tutoh are planting sago palm in degraded areas on land which is part of the
boundary of their native land. In the first phase they will plant about 1,200
palms.
Funding: Ecosystems Grants Programme - IUCN
Reported by: Dormnic Langat, Coriumunity Organiser for the Satawak
Project

ECotourism Guide Course (Seia'an-Lima" tourism development and
promotion) (2007)

Communities: Kenyah, Penan and KGlabit communities in and adjacent to
Sela'an-Linau FMU

Location: KGlesa SEM Center, Kelesa, Upper Baram, Min Division
Date requested
Lead organization: Samling
Objectives:
o To provide alternative economic activities through providing jobs to

locals, promoting indigenous handicrafts and homestay programs for
the communities in and adjacent to the FMU area in line with Malaysia
Cineria and indicator onC&I) 2002: ESC Principle & CTitetia No. 4.1

. Introducing the Selaan-Linau FMU as an ECotourism Spot in compliance
with MC&12002: FSC Principle & Criteria No. 3.3,

Date started Feb. 2007

Nature of project: Three"day course
Outcome/current status:

Funding: Sponsored by Samling
Reported by: K. C. Ling, Samling Project Manager, Forest Management
Certification, Ulu Baram.

11.
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12. Pa' Mada Cinnamon Agricultural Project (2008)

Community: KGlabit/Penan
Location: Pa Mada, KOIapang
Lead organization: Samling
Objective :
Date started: July 2008
Nature of project: Harvesting and processing cimiamon bark
Outcome/current status: N/A

Reported by: K. C. Ling, Samling Project Manager, Forest Management
Certification, Ulu Baram,

13. Pa' Mada Reforestation and Coffee (2008)

Coinmunity KGlabitlPenan
Location: Pa Mada, KGlapang
Lead organization: Saniting
Objective: Reforestation with seedlings of connnercially valuable timber
species and coffee
Date started: July 2008
Outcome/current status: N/A

Funding: SFM Management donated seedlings
Reported by: K. C. Ling, Sannling Project Manager, Forest Management
Certification, Ulu Baram.

14. Proposed Community-based projects at Loagan Bumut

Fish culture and fruit tree fanulngwithin the vicinity ofLoaganBunutNational
Park mentioned at launching of Integrated Management Plan for the National
Park in 2008,

15. Coinm"nity management of the Bano Hydro Project catchment area (2009)

Community: KGlabit
Location: Pa' Merano, Bado, Baram, Mitt Division
Lead organisation: Bano Hydro Project Management Conmiittee
Supported by: UNDP Small Grants Frogrannne.
Date coinmenced: 2009
Area: 600 ha

Nature of the project: Local cornmunity to plant local fruit tree and timber tree
species and possibly palms used for handicrafts, in order to conserve the hydro
catchment.

Current status: Funding received.
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